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resumo A Internet e as redes no seu geral esta˜o cada vez mais presentes no nosso
quotidiano. No entanto, o seu crescente uso destaca tambe´m algumas das
suas limitac¸o˜es, levando os investigadores de redes a criarem novas soluc¸o˜es,
numa tentativa de preverem e resolverem problemas que da´ı possam advir.
O desenvolvimento destas soluc¸o˜es implica que sejam realizados testes ex-
austivos antes que estas se tornem aptas para o uso das massas.
Podem ser adoptadas diversas abordagens para a realizac¸a˜o destes testes.
Simulac¸o˜es sa˜o importantes como uma primeira aproximac¸a˜o, contudo, na˜o
conseguem captar a dinaˆmica e a imprevisibilidade de um ambiente real. A
emulac¸a˜o surge como alternativa, tentando colmatar essa falha, no entanto,
na˜o e´ eficaz na reproduc¸a˜o de cena´rios mais complexos. A soluc¸a˜o podera´
passar pela criac¸a˜o de infraestruturas dedicadas ao teste destas soluc¸o˜es, de-
nominadas de redes experimentais, permitindo realizar uma avaliac¸a˜o mais
profunda e fia´vel das mesmas. Contudo a sua construc¸a˜o envolve grandes
custos e as infraestruturas caem em desuso assim que e´ alcanc¸ado o pro-
duto final. E´ necessa´rio desenvolver maneiras de instrumentalizar estas
infraestruturas, de forma a optimizar estes recursos para futuros testes.
Esta dissertac¸a˜o centra-se nos problema evidenciados na criac¸a˜o destas redes
de teste, estudando as existentes formas de gesta˜o destas redes experimen-
tais, bem como o seu uso optimizado com vista a` criac¸a˜o de experieˆncias.
Pretende-se assim desenvolver no aˆmbito desta tese, uma ferramenta que
permita aos utilizadores criarem e usarem facilmente e de forma eficiente
uma rede experimental.

abstract The Internet, as with networks in general, is increasingly present in our
everyday lives. However, its use also highlights some of their limitations,
leading researchers to create new network solutions in an attempt to antici-
pate and solve problems that may arise. These solutions require exhaustive
tests before they become eligible for production.
Several approaches can be taken to conduct such tests. Simulations are
important as first approximations; however, they fail to capture the dy-
namics and unpredictability of a real environment. Emulations present an
alternative, but fail to reproduce more complex scenarios. Experimentation
facilities must therefore be deployed, to achieve a higher level of realism.
These facilities, also referred as testbeds, involve high-complexity deploy-
ment and operation, falling into disuse once they arrive at a final product.
Methods of managing these infrastructures must be developed in order to
avoid this waste of resources for future tests.
This dissertation focuses on the problems inherent to the management of
these facilities, with a focus on their users. Different approaches in network
testing must be studied and the different methodologies on experimentation
must be collected. An application is developed to address this problem,
enabling users to create their experiments and collect results in both an
organized and effective manner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The internet, and networks in general are in many ways part of everyday life. As their
usage increases, their faults and limitations begin to increase, leading network researchers to
evaluate and develop new solutions to overcome these limitations. New network technolo-
gies must emerge, to overcome these new problems and to avoid those in the future. These
problems vary across a wide range of networking areas, from traffic optimization in telecom
operators, scalability in a wide area network or broadband multimedia streaming. For re-
searchers to create new network solutions, they must first test them accordingly and prove
them consistently, before it can reach a larger community.
Simulations are an inexpensive and controllable method of evaluation, when making initial
approximations to new technologies. However, simulations rely on simple network models and
do not represent accurately the complexities of a faulty and dynamic environment. Further-
more, such scenarios are too flexible, and normally not taken in consideration by simulation
based scientific studies. These problems have lead researchers to question the reliability of
such results. Emulation is an alternative solution to simulations, more importantly in the
implementation phase. It consists of the representation of a larger number of components,
with fewer physical resources then those required. This solution fails also, when attempting
the reproduction of more faulty environments, as their complexity increases. Consequently,
experimentation is only trustworthy when tested under real-world conditions. Experimenta-
tion platforms must be developed in order to make this happen. The network community
refers to these platforms as testbeds.
Testbeds are used in many network areas, and typically leads to more mature network so-
lutions, resulting from accurate tests made by these facilities. Global initiatives have been cre-
ated which have dedicated themselves to the improvement of testbeds, by studying scenarios
and operating methods of driving testbed facilities. Their creation raises many development
and maintainability problems. Usually a testbed is created within the scope of a project, and
its construction involves high deployment and operation costs. Once the project is complete,
the testbed falls into disuse, resulting in a waste of resources. Furthermore, testbed opera-
tion is very difficult, typically lacking instrumentation and maintainability capabilities. It is
difficult to manage testbed resources and provide automated and consistent ways to create
and reproduce scenarios. To assert existent methods of driving these testbeds is a key topic
of this dissertation, so as the proposition of a solution to enable the reuse of these facilities,
while proving itself as an important tool for network test.
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1.1 Goals
Different testbeds imply different ways to manage resources, and usually different types of
scenarios. Instrumentation between user and testbed resources are part of the state-of-the-art.
In the early stages of testbed creation, operation could be reduced to a custom deployment of
operating systems, and tests executed manually. Experimentation on testbeds lacks efficient
and productive ways to create these tests, while the testbed owners lack in administrative
maintainability of such facilities. The mechanisms necessary to use and operate in a testbed
are the main subject of this thesis, the main topics of which are:
• To learn about the different network test approaches
• Gathering past and current testbed deployments
• To study the management tools of some of these testbeds
• Ways to improve general use and instrumentation for users and operators
From this study, it is absolutely necessary that we identify important requirements, to build a
platform that will better adapt to users. The development of this platform will be supported
by a currently deployed testbed at the Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es.
1.2 Outline
Chapter 2 explains the three different approaches to network testing, explaining tools
and general architecture; Simulation, Emulation and Testbeds are all presented. This section
focuses on the overall testbeds, having a special focus on their management mechanisms,
scenarios and related architectures. They have been separated into two distinct groups: those
with a clear management infrastructure, and those without. Since there is a large number
of testbeds, the managed ones have received greater focus. Of all the different testbeds and
tools considered, generic tools are practically non-existent.
Chapter 3 presents a more in-depth explanation of the architecture, along with the
current limitations of the only state-of-the-art tool related to testbeds instrumentation. Fur-
thermore, we will also describe the testbed deployment which will support the work of this
thesis, explaining its architecture and capabilities.
Chapter 4 explains the identified system requirements, and an extension is proposed
to address some known limitations of testbed deployment while aiming to improve overall
testbed infrastructure. Here an implementation will be explained, from its major features to
developed modules.
Chapter 5 discusses an overview of this testbed usage, as well as the workflow and
validation of the presented extension. We will describe different scenarios, from simple to
more complex experiments. Performance tests are made to prove this solution’s scalability
from a web application point of view.
2
Chapter 2
State of the Art
Since the establishment of the Internet in society, new technologies have emerged for com-
munity usage. These technologies range in numerous areas: Quality of Service (QoS), Voice
over IP (VoIP), File sharing, Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), etc. They experienced sev-
eral iterations in order to support current usage, as well as the development of new solutions.
Before being presented to a larger community, these solutions must be accurately tested and
validated in order to assure a major adoption. This involves a process of creating the idea
and testing it theoretically and mathematically, developing prototype implementations and
stress tests under real world conditions before it can become available for production. The
process is composed by several phases:
• An idea is created, and its algorithms and behaviors must be observed and correctly
validated before implementation takes place. Simulation tools are used in this process.
• When this idea is validated, implementation of a functional prototype takes place. In
this phase tests are made in a more isolated and realistic environment, for debugging
purposes. Emulations tools are used here, and present higher accuracy compared with
simulation software.
• When the implementation reaches a higher level of stability, it needs to be testbed under
real world conditions to become a bulletproof solution. Testbeds are deployed for this
purpose, and are needed to prove a solution reliable when deployed in production. Tests
are done under an uncontrollable environment, where software, hardware and external
constraints are present. In wireless networks this is more verifiable due to external
interferences and medium issues that might arise and compromise solutions.
In this chapter it will be studied these network approaches, to acquire the background
and knowledge of their limitations, before the study of testbed deployment and tools is made.
It is important to have an understanding of how simulation and emulation works, in order to
better approach testbeds manageability.
3
2.1 Simulation tools
Simulation software is well known, not only in computer science areas. This approach is
widely used many scientific areas, from biology to aerospace industries. This kind of software
provides inexpensive and agile ways to test an idea under very specific conditions.
In computer networks, simulators are important to make first approximations of the base
idea. Users define their network, implement protocols and describe scenarios using a simula-
tion framework. Most of the simulators maintains track of all events during the experiment.
Simulation time is not linear, and moves forwards through the dispatch of events. Events
mark a time instant and a change of the “system”. These types of simulators are called
discrete event simulators. Others direct their efforts towards scalability representing large
networks. All share one characteristic: the network model. The model consists of a detailed
description of the network: the physical layer, traffic flows, routing queue mechanisms, etc.
This is necessary because simulations reside only on software, so a precise network model is
directly related to the accuracy of results.
A survey to existent network simulators is made in this section. Besides open-source
and free simulators, it is presented two simulators which are proprietary solutions. Only
an overview is made on these last simulators, since their internal architectural cannot be
accessed.
2.1.1 Network Simulator
Network Simulator (NS) is one of the most used simulators by the computer networks
research community, being free software and licensed under GNU General Public License
Version v2.0 (GPLv2). It consists on a discrete event simulator, whose time progresses with
the release of events managed by a scheduler. NS is supported by a large community, and it
has been extended with new applications and protocols. At the present time, there are two
maintained versions of this simulator: Network Simulator 2 (NS-2)[1] representing the legacy
version of the original project, already with many contributed extensions in a large variety
of protocols; and NS-3[2] that aims to replace the past version with a refactored and much
improved infrastructure.
NS-2
NS-2 architecture follows a modular approach to obtain both extensibility and scalability,
and achieves this by dividing the data operations from the control operations. A simulation
can be defined as an Object Tool Command Language (oTcl) script, containing configura-
tions and topology information (among other information), which is passed to the engine,
generating the results. Control operations are passed in this oTcl script and are handled by
an embedded interpreter in the core engine. Since almost all interpreted languages have a
bridge with C++, the core engine exposes some of its modules (e.g. traffic generators and
receivers, routing protocols, error models to simulation link and node faults), to the oTcl en-
gine, promoting a symbiosis of both languages, sharing objects between them. This approach
simplifies all maintenance using a more high-level language instead of a more complex one,
such as C++. Data operations are carried out by modules in C++ in the core engine, as they
require a much faster response, and to avoid simulation errors. These operations are called
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per-packet actions, varying from traffic generation to trace output generation.
NS-3
In comparison with NS-2, NS-3 has had the entire infrastructure refactored, promoting
modularity, loose coupling and an improved object model to create simulations. Future in-
tegration with testbed/emulation infrastructures is envisioned, to provide users with easy
migration between network test environments, and to include wireless network models better
suited to current needs, such as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX),
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and other emerging standards. These features do
not exist in NS-2 version. Additional efforts were made to implement network protocol stacks
as realistically as possible. This is done through the Object Model, where the base func-
tionality of the simulation is located. Here are implemented the primitives related to packet
exchanging between nodes. As seen in Figure 2.1, a Node is described by NetDevices which
communicate with other Nodes via Channels. Applications communicate using interfaces
that are defined when implementing or using a network protocol (e.g. Transmission Con-
trol Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP)). The API’s for these interfaces are similar to
real-world implementations, existent in operating systems (UNIX, Win32 native API’s). This
Object Model was made in such a way as to promote the reuse of existent components, with
different implementations, without recompiling or modifying core libraries. In NS-2 this was
a drawback, since classes could not be reused to provide additional functionality, requiring
the developer to modify base classes and recompile the entire NS application. Simulations
are defined in C++ with an optional Python interface. During simulation run time, tracing
and statistical data generation are provided, which can later be displayed in Wireshark.
Figure 2.1: NS-3 Object model
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2.1.2 OMNeT++
In comparison to NS-3, the Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++)[3]
does not provide the whole network simulator package. Instead, a framework was developed,
following the same discrete event simulator principles. OMNeT++ relies on the creation of
simple modules to represent the behaviour of the model, which can be linked together as
compound modules to define the network. It uses a specific language called Network Descrip-
tion Language (NED), for the interaction of the modules and network setup. This framework
is extended with modules or NED extensions to support the creation of simulations. The
modules will be compiled and executed along with the simulation kernel (the event sched-
uler), similar to what happens in NS-3 simulations. The simulation configuration is clearly
divided from its modules, and since it promotes loose coupling, it can be easily embedded in
other applications. OMNeT++ is a strong environment also with a strong Graphical User
Interface (GUI) support, and an extensible architecture with a continuously growing com-
munity. Compared to NS-3 the main difficulty is the creation of simulations, since this is
only a framework whereas components must be created and combined to form a simulation.
Fortunately, there are OMNeT++ component packages[4], which facilitate simulation and
components creation.
2.1.3 JiST
A different approach to network simulation was taken by Java in Simulation Time (JiST)[5],
which in compliance with its name allows the implementation of network simulations in stan-
dard Java. Network Simulations are normal Java programs running in a custom Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), in which the kernel responsible by the simulation resides. The user is given
access to an Application Programming Interface (API) to develop their simulations. JiST
will modify generated byte code to introduce time semantics in the simulation.
It takes advantage of JVM features, such as garbage collection, reflection, type-safety, and
cross-platform, and allows users to reuse their Java network applications into the simulation.
Furthermore, it provides simulations with an object model, which optimizes concurrent and
blocking operations, providing high performance over other simulations approaches.
Although the documentation is somewhat out-dated, JiST is mostly used in conjunction
with Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulator (SWANS), a simulator for mobile ad hoc
networks built on top of this engine. SWANS is a package of components built on top
of JiST infrastructure, to provide similar functionality to other network simulators such as
NS/OMNeT++
2.1.4 GloMoSim
Global Mobile Information Systems Simulation Library (GloMoSim)[6] is a simulator
based on the Parallel Simulation Environment for Complex Systems (PARSEC) [7]. It is able
to create simulations that scale to thousands of nodes, with similar resource performance
to the JiST. It consists of a parallel simulation environment using PARSEC as a middle-
ware language to describe simulations based on their parallel execution model. These are
discrete-Event Simulations modeled via a Message-based approach, where physical processes
are modeled via Entities and communication between them is made via time stamped mes-
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sages. The language is used as the interface with the scheduler. Simulations written in this
language are translated to C by the PARSEC compiler, which is in charge of arrangements
between entities and the simulation kernel, to create the simulation.
This environment can be used in general simulations, it is not restricted to network ones,
providing a higher performance factor when compared with NS-2, able to reproduce much
larger networks (e.g. 100 000+ nodes)[6]. GloMoSim consists of a library using PARSEC
as a language to implement network protocols of the different layers similar to the Open
Systems Interconnection model (OSI) model. API’s were created to interact between all
layers, ranging from radio, Media Access Control (MAC) layer, ad-hoc routing protocols or
the TCP/IP stack.
2.1.5 SimPy
The Simulation in Python (SimPy)[8] is a discrete event simulator package entirely writ-
ten in Python language. It is best known for being the only Python package in discrete-event
simulators, as well as for its ease-of-use and extensibility. Since it is a general purpose sim-
ulator, it is used in many scientific areas, such as computer performance, epidemics, space
surveillance, transit systems, etc. Similar to GloMoSim, it follows both a Parallel Execution
model (Process-based), and Object-Oriented principles. Processes define the main active
entities in the simulation, and Resources are shared among processes. Python yield calls
are used for event triggering and process control of the simulation. Similar to NS-3, SimPy
will trace all processed events to be displayed later. All this monitoring is optionally enabled
through a Monitor entity, which collects tracing and statistics. Later on, this data can be
displayed in real-time or at the end of the simulation, by using SimPy Plot or Real-time
modules. To facilitate simulation control, it comes with a GUI framework, for users to easily
change parameters, visualize results and control simulation execution.
SimPy introduces a software package enabling an easy development of discrete-event sim-
ulations, taking advantage of their simple API and Python fast learning curve. Being a
general purpose simulation package, the main drawback of this approach is the non-existence
of network models, to support network simulations.
2.1.6 GTNetS
Georgia Tech Network Simulator (GTNetS)[9][10] is another C++ software, similar to
NS-3, known for its scalability when reproducing large scale networks (approximately 100000
nodes), with added support for distributed simulations. The entire simulation topology is
distributed into smaller models that run on separate simulators. This has many advantages,
being able to reproduce bigger scenarios, and reducing simulation complexity into smaller
parts. Similar to NS-3, GTNetS focuses on delivering network protocols stacks as implemented
in real-world. Protocols from different OSI layers are clearly separated; for instance, a packet
must extend L2Protocol, L3Protocol to create compatible Link or Network Layer protocols,
respectively; Interface defines a network card, similar NetDevice from NS-3. Simulations
are C++ applications supported by a whole set of network protocols stack.
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2.1.7 QualNet
Similar to GloMoSim, QualNet[11] is a distributed and parallel-based simulation, used for
modeling large scale networks. The simulation engine leverages the parallelism achieved by
GloMoSim to scale to multi-core processors and supercomputers, providing faster simulation
times and even bigger network scenarios. Another strength of this simulator is being cross-
platform across all mainstream operating systems. It provides a rich graphical users interface,
where main components consists of a scenario designer to create the simulation, changing the
location of the nodes, network nodes parameters, physical parameters, etc. Starting the
simulation, the user is able to observe the generated metrics, packets structure, traffic flows
and view dynamic graphs of these results, using PacketTracer and Analyzer components.
Scenarios can be later animated using Visualizer and Animator components. Network Models
can be either extended by the user, or take advantage of QualNet model libraries.
2.1.8 OPNET
OPNET[12][13] is another well-known commercial solution for network simulations. It
is a discrete-event simulator, with highly detailed network models, and data analysis tools
to analyze all the simulation data, with graphics supporting their visualization. OPNET is
divided into a modeler, planner and a model library to create simulations. Network models
have high level of detail, thus providing more reliable simulations. A rich GUI also supports
simulation creation.
2.2 Emulation tools
Simulations usually lack integration to test implementations. As simulations began to
evolve, their credibility also began to be questioned. A network model, in which simulators
depend, lacks several details necessary to correctly reproduce scenarios. Emulation focuses on
cost reduction and optimized ways to test and developed network related software. Emulation
runs developed applications in real machines, in a smaller scenario compared with a real world
use case. It is mainly described by simulating the links between the nodes, usually implying
one machine to represent many nodes in a topology. Emulation is a middle ground between
simulation and testbeds, while maintaining a flexible environment in terms of dimension and
parameterization; it also provides the reliability of a testbed and reduced cost of deployment.
In the following sections, current options in network emulation are studied, from their
architecture to their main features.
2.2.1 Netbed
Netbed, originally “Emulab”, is one of the largest experimentation facilities in network
research that focuses on emulation capabilities, to bring “real-world” experimentation to
users together with the simulation environment control and ease of use [14][15]. It consists
of a space/time-shared platform providing experiment management, along with collaboration
enforcement between users.
Different types of resources power Netbed’s facility: clusters sustaining dozens of pc’s
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to support its large-scale emulation (nearly 168 PC’s in one cluster); distributed nodes out-
side the main facility, namely wide-area nodes; and simulated nodes employed by Network
Simulator Emulation (NSE)[16] to enable scalability beyond the limits of Netbed’s physical
resources. Netbed acts almost like as an experimenter’s virtual machine, providing services
in terms of resource and link allocation, experiment management and software deployment.
It almost emulates an operating system for network experimenters. Users access the Netbed
platform, specifying an NS script, which will contain application configuration, execution
control (e.g. traffic generation, software deployed), and topologies. Topologies contain nodes,
links configuration needed to reproduce their experiment, where it will be “compiled” to the
hardware facility. The nodes specified in the experiment, can be either local nodes, sim-
ulated or distributed ones, whereas links between them are mapped directly, or emulated,
via Dummynet[17] which emulates the bandwidth and packet loss. Experiments behave al-
most as processes within an operating system. The experiment script serves as the program,
whereas the overlay network is the resource used. The “OS” will then preempt experiments,
“swapping” its execution as a process scheduler does. Netbed is best viewed as an overlay net-
work, allowing users to transparently allocate resources, much like a virtual machine abstracts
operating systems of their target architecture instruction set.
Figure 2.2: Netbed Architecture
Clusters supplying the local nodes are interconnected with high-end switches. Each local
node has five interfaces: one for the control network and the other ones for experimentation.
The “programmable patch panel” illustrated in Figure 2.2 refers to the network resources pro-
grammability, whereas Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) are established in order to cre-
ate well-isolated topologies and Dummynet is deployed in local nodes to emulate bandwidths
and loss. usershost supply users with home directories to store operating system images and
scripts. This module is also the synchronization point between local and distributed nodes.
masterhost is the authorization and management entity maintaining information about all
nodes, monitoring data, web server for the portal, etc. All resources can be accessed with
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root privileges by its users. Access control by users in distributed nodes is made through
FreeBSD Jail mechanism, which is a primitive form of a virtual machine. If users corrupt
resources, Netbed’s infrastructure is able to restore disk images quickly, since all information
on experiments is maintained by the masterhost, enabling restoration of an experiment’s
state. A tool called Frisbee[18] has been created to enable these disk restore mechanisms.
Figure 2.3: Netbed Portal Screenshot
Portal On top of this emulation infrastructure, Netbed provides ease of use to users and
organization through their portal, in which all the experiment configuration takes place. They
refer to this environment as an experimental workbench[19], where users have an organized
manner to create and store their experiments, and taking advantage of Netbed’s experimenta-
tion isolation and repetition, to support scientific studies. A user is able to access Netbed by
requesting a project through a web form. Once the project is approved, access to the Netbed
is granted and users are able to assign other members. They create experiments through the
portal, and observe related virtual topologies and node link properties. Once an experiment
is created, access is granted to the allocated nodes. An experiment is defined by a template
which is the main data repository, containing the NS script, binaries of the system under test,
files, or any additional data which describes the experiment. This template is instantiated
with resources and parameters assigned. A run is the execution of that instance during a
specific amount of time. Output files are collected during run and stored for further analysis.
Records are data repositories related to an experiment run. Filesystem monitors and packet
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capturers, support the experiment with relevant data to be further analyzed. Users can report
bugs on their experiments and collaborate with other project members to compare results and
fix experiments scenarios in the course of a study.
Netbed is an example of an experimentation platform, featuring an organized way for
network researchers to conduct their studies obtaining relevant results. It is one of the
most known platforms in experimentation, covering simulation, emulation and real-world
approaches. The only drawback encountered was the lack of mechanisms to get results data
or obtain custom metrics for an application of a system under test. Furthermore, it relies on
expensive infrastructure and dependence on the masterhost.
2.2.2 StarBED and SpringOS
Similar to Emulab, StarBED[20] presents a large-scale network testbed consisting of 512
PC’s interconnected by intelligent switches. Each PC’s runs ten virtual machines which
allow an experimenter to create topologies using up to 5120 nodes. It has been used in a high
variety of experiments: emulation of wireless networks and cellular networks; TCP behaviour;
multicast traffic benchmarks; multiplayer online games evaluation.
StarBED’s structure is similar to Netbed, differing in scheduling and reservation mecha-
nisms. In Netbed, nodes are chosen varying from their availability, and experiments swapped
if inactive. Using StarBED, nodes are immutable and thus not reutilized by another experi-
ment, until its reservation time slot expires. Like Netbed, the key of this testbed is to provide
users with large topology representations and the means to support experiments. SpringOS is
the software package which powers the testbed with experiment management procedures. It
consists of a collection of modules that are responsible by the nodes software and topologies
management. The user issues a configuration file that is loaded by the kuroyuri master, which
is the core function driving experiments on the testbed. This file contains network topology
and information related to the desired scenario to be reproduced. The kuroyuri master will
ask for the resource manager to assign nodes to an experiment, if available. Node power man-
agement is made through a Wake-on-Lan agent, located at the Switches, which instruct nodes
to power up. Then kuroyuri master will tell a Node Initiator located each node, to download
the image to be booted afterwards using Pre-eXecution Environment (PXE). Topology is
created using VLANs, according to the information on the configuration file. This file also
contains semantics for users to specify actions during the experiment execution. kuroyuri
master will handle these execution semantics.
2.2.3 ModelNet
Modelnet[21] is a large scale emulator, focusing on the scalability and realism in the
reproduction of distributed network environments. It allows applications to run on unmodified
operating systems across a variety of network scenarios, such as Peer to Peer systems, content
distribution networks, distributed file systems, transport-layer protocols, etc. The principle
of operation is the transparent use of this emulator to allow unmodified systems/applications
to be used in large emulated networks. Testers deploy their applications on edge nodes (as
referred by them) through core nodes running the target network. ModelNet captures all
packets in the network to a queue system, where they are removed according to an input
bandwidth, latency or loss rate. The great feature about ModelNet is their ability to create
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large-scale networks using this method.
Figure 2.4: ModelNet Architecture
Users create topologies, by issuing a Graph Modelling Language (GML) file, using specific
applications (e.g. Georgia Tech Internet Topology Model (GT-ITM)). These topologies are
analysed for further simplification (if possible), to reduce emulation costs upon reproduction.
This is referred as the “Distil” phase. Next, the “Assign” of the distilled topology takes place:
varying from the number of core nodes it creates pipes with specific link properties to emulate
the network, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. To create these pipes, ModelNet uses an extended
version of Dummynet[17] which emulates this queue behaviour with bandwidth and loss reg-
ulation. The final phases, namely “Bind” and “Run”, refers to the binding of the virtual
network (previously mentioned pipes), to the physical network, by creating scripts to auto-
matically configure the edge and core nodes. The edge nodes running targeted applications
must point to the corrected emulated nodes, instead of their default addresses.
Figure 2.5: Pipes between edge nodes, creating the ModelNet emulated network
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2.2.4 Netem
Netem[22] introduces a packet filtering mechanism through a queue behaviour, similar to
Dummynet. Two interfaces manage all the process: while one queues time stamped packets
to be sent, another releases them to the network device. The user has a command-line tool
called tc, where he specifies the network interface to be emulated and the parameters such
as delay, packet loss or traffic control into separate queues. Netem has many different options
to control traffic flow, although their limitations rise when trying to emulate more complex
systems. Netem adapts better to single flows, due to the lack of parameters to represent
complex networks, as stated by the authors. One of the advantages of this emulator is its
ease of use.
2.3 Live Experimentation
Some of the most well known simulators in the network community were studied. Most of
them are in active development, and already enjoy a large community. Simulations tradeoff
computational power for simulation time, which depends on a representation of the network,
here referred to as network models. These models must match a precise representation of the
network, normally not taken into consideration when carrying out simulation tests. Further-
more, a simulation withholds a high number of configuration parameters that are usually not
taken into consideration. Scenarios are too flexible and simulations cannot predict or recreate
all these scenarios[23]. This leads to questioning of the simulations reliability, and suggests
that new alternatives should be adopted to support their studies. Nevertheless, simulations
are an important first approximation, providing the most controllable environment, and an
inexpensive manner to reproduce network tests. As solutions begin to enter prototype stages,
exhaustive tests need to be made, under real-world conditions. Testbeds are deployed to sup-
port this kind of environment, consisting of complete hardware infrastructures. Optionally,
tools can be installed helping users to make better use of a testbed. In the next sections, it is
presented different types of testbeds, dividing them in two groups: unmanaged and managed.
In the scope of this survey, sensor testbeds and federation of testbeds are not included.
2.3.1 Unmanaged Testbeds
Most early deployment of these testbeds did not present management tools, having its
users to manually conduct their tests. In this section such examples are shown, encompass-
ing their network area and objectives. These deployments were catalyst to more developed
testbeds that came after.
RoofNet
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) RootNet[24] consists of a 37-node mesh net-
work, spanned in a four square kilometer area, focusing on the study of community networks
in an urban area. These community networks are created in two ways: to build a multi-hop
network with high-quality links in chosen locations; or “hotspots” distributed by a set of
individuals. They claim that unifying both approaches would minimize maintenance costs
while providing a good wide-area coverage. Testbed nodes are located on the rooftop of the
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buildings being hosted by volunteer users. Each node runs a OpenWRT software distribution,
deployed with a web server for real-time status. The primary feature of this testbed is that
it requires no additional configuration or planning to deploy a node.
Hyacinth
Hyacinth consists of a 9-node mesh network, composed of conventional PC’s with two
802.11a network interface cards. Their research focuses on studying multi-channel approaches
to improve overall network throughput. Distributed algorithms were developed to dynamically
assign channels to route packets, according to the traffic load. They believe that by dividing
traffic load between wireless channels, they can improve network traffic by an order of 6 to
7[25]. Their network architecture is divided into a mesh network core connected through wired
connectivity gateways. Each mesh-router is equipped with a traffic aggregation device that is
responsible for gathering traffic between different channels and sending them to the clients.
Each mesh router connects to another using a different channel. They made their study first
using simulations and later on this testbed, showing significant bandwidth improvements.
ScaleMesh
ScaleMesh[26] focuses on reproducing large networks emulated in a much smaller space,
namely a miniaturized testbed. Through signal attenuators they decrease signal power to limit
the transmission range of each node. This kind of approach enables a more efficient evaluation
of network protocols in networks with several hops. The testbed deployment consists of 20
nodes, with a 802.11b/g PCI card, built in a 10m x 6m area. This testbed focuses on the study
of multi-hop routing protocols, such as the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR).
A successful example of this kind of testbed is explained in the next section.
2.3.2 Managed Testbeds
In this section managed testbeds are described, explaining the approaches in the different
deployments, with a special focus on their management tools. This approach is important to
get aware of different approaches in how to manage and use a testbed.
WiSEMesh
Similar to the RoofNet testbed, Wisemesh[27] is an unplanned and auto-configurable
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), consisting of 56 nodes distributed over the Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) campus area. It was deployed to provide a plat-
form to support network tests while serving as a production network for students. WiSEMesh
aims to build a network management system, to support the whole platform with easy exten-
sibility. It supports different types of radio interfaces, and support for sensor networks. The
whole infrastructure was built on top of open-source software/drivers, and holds no specific
hardware requirements.
The Wivi software architecture consists of a set of modules divided in two entities: the
management server and the WSN node. A Node Agent is deployed to enforce the automation
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process of software updates and configurability. The ones in charge for the nodes are the
management server, which periodically gathers information about nodes, and a centralized
database in which such information is stored and that will maintain all network informa-
tion. Furthermore the server provides a web user interfaces for: network status visualization;
software updates management and nodes configurations.
UMIC-Mesh
UMIC-Mesh[28] is a testbed with 52 identical mesh routers distributed across two build-
ings of the department of science of the Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische Hochschule Aachen
University (RWTH) Aachen University, from research work done by the Ultra high-speed
Mobile Information and Communication (UMIC) Group. Following an hybrid approach, it
combines the best of two worlds: having real hardware which implies having realistic re-
sults compared to those obtained from simulations and the easy deployment and debugging
achieved with the virtualized environment supporting the mesh routers. Most of their re-
search work was created when studying the issues related to the TCP, focusing on network
protocol evaluation and tools. They developed a tool similar to iperf, called flowgrind with
the same purpose but with an emphasis on WSNs. This tool is able to test against multiple
servers, feature that currently the previous mentioned tools are found lacking.
The 51 nodes are divided in three layers: three gateways with wired connection to Internet,
supported with a set of routers that provide Internet to the next layer, which are representing
the “clients”. The clients are divided in two groups: routing mesh clients being the ones
communicating in a multi-hop fashion and the non-routing mesh clients, in the conventional
way. The virtualized environment is located between the Internet Backbone and clients for
the tasks mentioned previously. For deployment, a system image is provided to each node
with Network File System (NFS), and booted via network using PXE with EtherBoot.
The node configuration is too decentralized and the testers are required to have knowledge
of the deployed tools, resulting in a bottleneck to the management of the testbed. Network
monitoring is achieved using Network Simple Network Management Protocol via Web (Net-
SNMP), providing some control on the network infrastructure and some capacity to change
parameters such as transmitting power or wireless channel. No additional tools are provided
to enhance the repeatability, reproducibility or evaluation of the test scenarios. For now, their
research work focuses on TCP and since flowgrind[29] already collects most of the metrics;
perhaps no additional effort need be applied to enhance experimentation on the testbed.
Ad-hoc Protocol Evaluation
The Ad-hoc Protocol Evaluation (APE)[30] project from the Uppsala University was a
testbed whose initial purpose was to study ad hoc routing protocols on real world environ-
ments. Since it focuses on mobility, the testbed has no persistent structure. Furthermore,
the project focuses on easy deployment on the nodes, repeatability and easy creation of the
experiments. Being easy to deploy, the participants of the experiment only need to install
an APE distribution on their computers. This software package was created assuming that
the participant would not know the tools and scripts provided (e.g. students), ensuring easy
installation for anyone.
The APE distribution is an execution environment consisting of a Linux distribution based
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Figure 2.6: APE software architecture
on Red Hat Linux with a set of scripts that enable test runs, data gathering and post-analysis
tools (Figure 2.6). The software package can be customized and compiled from the source.
Customization includes the selection of a set of routing protocols implementations such as
the well-known Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) and OLSR. One of
the requirements is the use of ORINOCO 802.11 WaveLAN cards, due to some modifications
made to the driver. These modifications include the logging on signal level and signal noise for
all packets captured by a wireless interface, which is later processed to compute other metrics,
such as the “virtual mobility” introduced by this project. Virtual Mobility usefulness is to
determine the similarity of the test runs, and to serve as support for other metrics evaluation,
such as packet loss.
APE also introduces the creation of scenario files to facilitate experimentation. These
scenario files contain the movement and traffic generation patterns of each node, aas well as a
sequence of actions (e.g. command execution). To enable experiments without any movement,
APE distribution comes with MAC Filtering provided by the mackill tool, to emulate different
topologies between nodes. MAC Filtering is also integrated within scenario files. When
running an experiment, a “collect node” must be configured in order to synchronize and
maintain all the log files, for post-analysis. Enabling the manipulation of the gathered data,
a set of analysis scripts comes with the software package, providing access to: metrics such
as the average number of neighbors per node or average Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) per
interval; graph generation of the results and also a GUI for log analysis.
Meshnet
University of California Santa Barbara Mesh Network (UCSB Meshnet)[31] is deployed
in the campus with 25 mesh routers nodes, distributed over the five floors of a building. It
is used in the research of wireless testbeds management over large physical areas. To achieve
this they study the drawbacks of what they call “in-band” management and “out-of-band”
management, and thus introducing a new concept. In-band management implies that man-
agement traffic is made part of overall testbed traffic. When configuring the network, issuing
commands must be done in a precise and coordinated manner, so in addition with all the
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traffic, this might not happen, as it should. The traffic overhead introduced in the testbed
and the management traffic is one of the drawbacks of having in-band management, intro-
ducing inaccurate results when doing experiments on the testbed. “Out-of-band” is achieved
by creating a control network, only accessible on a wired connection, removing the manage-
ment traffic out of the wireless network, and thus placing on a separate network. Although
“out-of-band” management is hardly applied because the nodes aren’t always reachable by a
wired connection (e.g. forests, or swamps). They took a different approach, implementing the
ATMA framework, deploying along with the testbed node, a mesh network dedicated only to
the management of the node. Their approach is showed using conventional routers, showing
that is a cost-reliable solution.
Each testbed node is represented by two access points. One Access Point (AP) as a mesh
node, and the other as a management node, supported with a mesh network, the nodes of
which are called agents. Commands are issued through these agents, and carried over in a
multi-hop fashion until arriving at the mesh node. Easy deployment is also one of the ob-
jectives of this research work when deploying the supporting WSN. The agents composing
the support mesh network are self-configured: the managers announces themselves, and the
agents controlling these mesh nodes, register themselves with the managers, to gain their
control. The manager uses a beaconing system to make announcements in the network and
synchronize configuration of agent network parameters. A set of tools is also bundled which
helps to evaluate the interference in the wireless medium, and additional tools manage/mon-
itor the network. The software stack was deployed and tested on conventional routers using
an OpenWRT distribution, with a modified version of the AODV routing protocol, to help
find the most reliable path to take in the network.
MiNT
The Miniaturized Network Testbed (MiNT)[32] from Stony Brook University is a wireless
network testbed built in a small area, focused mainly on achieving mobile experimentation,
hybrid simulation, continuous and autonomous operations. Here it will be described the initial
project (MiNT) followed by its second iteration with mobile improvements (Miniaturized
Network Testbed Mobile (MiNT-m)) and will finish with the third iteration, which tackles
on infra-struture improvements (Miniaturized Network Testbed Mobile 2 (MiNT 2)). This
testbed consists of a set of wireless nodes which communicate over multiple hops through
their wireless interfaces. The key feature in this testbed is that it can be deployed on a small
physical area (e.g. 4x2 meters). Through the attenuation of radio signals on the respective
transmitters and receivers, space can be reduced and thus bringing a testbed in a much smaller
space with easier setup and management. This approach reduces the interference with other
wireless nodes placed in the same building.
The network () comprises a central controller node having multiple core nodes with mobile
robots attached, representing the peers. The central node communicates with the core nodes
within a dedicated wired network. The core nodes communicate with each other using wireless
PCI cards with radio signal attenuators attached to an antenna, to reduce their radio signal
as explained previously.
With MiNT the authors claim that using different attenuation levels does not affect the
general network performance (throughput, signal quality variation, route discovery), and is
able to provide the same reliable results as those with no attenuation. Since core nodes are
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Figure 2.7: MiNT Network architecture
not mobile, the external antennas were connected to the robots, introducing mobility to the
core nodes. The mobile nodes were created with low price, ease of assembly and remote
controllability as key criteria. For this reason they used LEGO MindStorms[33] in the first
version(Figure 2.3.2).
Figure 2.8: MiNT mobile robot
The controller is responsible for the statistics collection on the testbed and remote man-
agement of the nodes. It uses Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for remote
network management. Some SNMP components have also been implemented, to provide the
ability to update the Management Information Base (MIB), with data such as transmit power
and packet count. To avoid overhead in this experiment traffic, a wired control network was
deployed dedicated to the management traffic.
To enable experimentation in MiNT, they developed a set of tools and a hybrid simulation.
Among their tools, is provided a GUI to the experimenter. This application enables network
topology configuration, by placing the nodes in ways satisfying the link properties for the
experiment. Furthermore, this process can be automatic; topology constraints can be selected
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and the application will later calculate node positions and place them correctly. Furthermore,
configuration scripts can be provided to enable mobility configuration such as node trajectories
or even mobility patterns. Network Parameters and node remote access are also included in
the GUI. Experiment Reproducibility is enhanced in the later versions, with features such
as the modification of experiment parameters on-the-fly, pause experiments, simultaneous
start/stop on all nodes. All traces can be collected during experiment, as well as an offline
visualization of the packets transitions. Fault injection tools are provided for debugging,
where the experimenter can create network faults such as packet drop, delay or corruption.
Although all these tools are useful, their main focus is the hybrid simulation. A simulator
provides us with the complete control of some imposed environment, being able to change
much of the network variables. However, the results obtained from these simulations differ
greatly when using a testbed, due to the lack of detail in the simulation models. A hybrid
simulation is a solution they have introduced by combining the ease of use and controllability
of simulators with the reliability of the results when using a testbed.
Basically they achieve this by embedding the NS-2 engine within each node. An exper-
imenter could pick up one of their scripts used in simulation and easily run it on MiNT
platforms. To achieve hybrid simulations with NS-2, it is necessary to implement the Phys-
ical, MAC and Link layers, replacing them for the wireless card, firmware and real wireless
channel. One of the few limitations is that one virtual node is associated with one physical
node, consequently limiting the size of the network used in an experiment. They had to mod-
ify the NS-2 event scheduler in order to synchronize the simulator’s virtual clock with the
real clock, since all events were to happen in real time. They also had to reduce the number
of events processed by the NS-2 scheduler in order to solve the problem of scheduling past
events, and embed the virtual packets within User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, since
they do not have the correct protocol headers for wireless transmission.
MiNT-m
With the second iteration of the MiNT platform[34], namely MiNT-m, efforts were mostly
towards improvements of the mobile robot with also some improvements in the overall ex-
perimentation infrastructure. One of the problems encountered in the previous version was
the mobile robot movement. Since there was a cable linking from the core node to the
mobile robot, the mobility of the node was limited and cables between other robots could
become entangled. As main requirements, they focused on were continuous operation, low
cost, node mobility, node tracking and node control. They completely refactored the entire
mobile robot, from its hardware to some necessary changes to the MiNT platform. First they
removed the desktop nodes and created unbound nodes, enabling them to move freely without
all the previous restrictions. Mobile nodes are now powered through Roomba Cleaners (see
Figure 2.9)[35], along with the previously equipped attenuators, antennas and also with a
new wireless powered board, called RouterBOARD[36]. This assembly powers a low-cost au-
tonomous mobile node, although some other modifications were needed to enable automatic
recharging and movement control of the node. Other software components were added to
enable the following features:
• a tracking server that periodically captures images of the nodes in order to detect their
positions;
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Figure 2.9: MiNT-m mobile robot
• a control daemon to register the positions updates from the tracking server and monitor
the experiment;
• a daemon running on each node which communicates with the controller node to send
movement commands, simulation events from other testbed nodes, radio-frequency mon-
itoring and simulation control.
Figure 2.10: MiNT-m software architeture
The tracking server detects its nodes direction, orientation and location through a color
patch included in all nodes. Trajectory determination is also carried out to avoid collisions.
For continuous operation, the Roomba Docking station periodically sends Infrared (IR) Bea-
cons, and each node checks its power, returning home to recharge if necessary. A set of spare
mobiles nodes are provided in case some nodes are recharging.
The frontend application for experiments executions, now called Mint cOntrol and Visu-
alization InterfacE (MOVIE), was also improved. This application was derived from the well-
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known Network Animator (NAM)[37], adding some key features: experiment pause/break-
points, snapshotting/rollback and real-time status. To implement these features NS-2 sched-
uler modifications were need to be made. Some issues related to the real-time status were
detected. According to the enabled tracing, this could affect the overall throughput, due to
heavy traffic overhead.
MiNT-2
In the third iteration of this platform, major improvements related to node location and
hardware improvements were added [38]. A need of a tracking system emerged due to some
visual identification inaccuracies that may occur when lighting varied or cameras were moved.
Sometimes their logical positions and the real positions in the tracking system were des-
calibrated, so they had to synchronize the robots periodically. In MiNT 2 a Radio-Frequency
IDentification (RFID)-based tracking system was implemented, by spatially distributing tags
across the testbed, to form a map. If one of the nodes crosses one of those tags, it would take
that position. This approach eliminated the need to maintain a tracking server. Since RFID
is an inexpensive technology, overall infrastructure costs were reduced.
DES-Testbed
The Distributed Embedded Systems (DES) testbed[39] from the University of Berlin, is
one of the few featured DES TestBed Management System (DES-TBMS). The research focus
in DES-Testbed is the comparison of simulations with real world experiments. It is one of
the few testbed management systems, providing the necessary tools for users to manage their
experiments.
The testbed comprises two different types of networks: DES-Mesh, which hosts 95 mesh
routers equipped with 802.11 a/b/g adapters, called the DES-Nodes, with plans to extend up
to 120 nodes; and DES-WSN with the same number of sensor nodes, establishing a sensor
network at the same physical space. Both of the networks operate in parallel. The testbed
server (DES-Portal) acts as a controller node, which is responsible for the management of the
DES-Nodes and database support used by other components. Mobile nodes are any Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) capable device, as well as smartphones.
The DES-TBMS software is divided into five components and four databases with the
relationships, illustrated in Figure 2.11. Experiments are written using their domain specific
language called DES Experiment Language (DES-Cript), DES Experiment module (DES-
Exp) is the component where it maintains all the experiment descriptions and is responsible
to schedule, manage and collect all data from experiments. The testbed can be monitored
by DES Monitoring module (DES-Mon) during experiments, which will hold monitoring data
needed by DES Visualization module (DES-Vis) to visualize the network state. Using the re-
sults from experiment and monitoring data, DES Evaluation module (DES-Eval) will evaluate
all the data in order to compute Performance Metrics.
DES-Cript is a domain specific language based on eXtensible Markup Language (XML),
to define and describe experiments to be executed on the testbed. With DES-Cript they
aim to simplify experiment execution, therefore improving repeatability, enabling experiment
reuse and rescheduling, along with the possibility of comparing multiple test runs of the
same experiment. Figure 2.12 represents the experiment workflow in DES-Testbed, in which
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Figure 2.11: DES-Testbed Software Architecture
some steps are contained in the DES-Cript files: its configuration, execution and evaluation.
These files contain general information, such as the number of iterations to make, description,
author, start time. Groups can be created, which are sets of nodes, and commands issued
to them. Preparation of the experiment such as the configuration of network parameters is
issued in the init section of the file. There is a region of the file designated for execution,
in which commands to groups can be scheduled. Evaluation scripts can be associated with
actions, to process command output.
Figure 2.12: Experiment workflow
DES-Exp is the experiment manager, which creates, schedule and executes experiments.
The start time of the experiments in designated by the user, and queued for execution by the
manager. The user is emailed when results are available. When the experiment finish, output
files are gathered and sent to DES-Eval. This module exists in two applications: one as the
Web Interface, and the other serving as the engine which holds the previously described tasks.
DES-Mon is the testbed monitor, where node states are queried periodically using SNMP.
The periodicity of the monitoring is specified in the experiment description file. The gathered
data of each query includes all routing tables of nodes along with the state of the wireless
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interfaces. The routing information is then used by DES-Vis to display the connectivity
between nodes. All changes in the connectivity can be animated through a timeline visualizing
all networks changes in the entire experiment run.
DES-Eval automates the task of gathering all the log files to extract the important infor-
mation for post-analysis. For this purpose, a set of evaluation scripts (or customized scripts),
are provided to format the results. Based on the data, errors, averages, variance are also
provided as statistical data for the desired performance metrics, included in the evaluation
scripts. A set of these scripts is bundled with the module, enabling the usage of tools such
as ping, ttcp and iperf.
ORBIT
Open Access Research Testbed for Next-Generation Wireless Networks (ORBIT) testbed
[40] is one of the largest wireless testbeds, comprising 400 nodes, organized in a 20x20 grid.
The framework, now known as the cOntrol and Management Framework (OMF), was devel-
oped to manage this testbed, outlining most of the current concepts of OMF. Their objective
was to provide users, with an experimentation platform, with the necessary tools and services
to easily develop their experiments. Along with the management framework, testbed usage
control is made by a reservation service accessed from their portal where users reserve nodes
for a certain time, to execute experiments on the testbed.
OMF is currently the state-of-the-art tool in terms of testbeds management and control.
This framework was initially created by the ORBIT testbed, and later turned into a generic
tool. This framework provides simpler means for users to create their experiments, while
the testbed owners are provided with ways to manage testbed resources, ranging from power
control capabilities, to complete node disk restore. This framework provides instrumentation
capabilities for testbeds, distinguishing from other approaches described here. It is used by a
large number of testbed deployments around the world[41]; they are refered as OMF-enabled
testbeds. A more in-depth study of this platform is made in section 3.1.
NitLab
Network Implementation Testbed Laboratory (NitLab) is a wireless OMF-enabled testbed
consisting of 35 nodes spanned in a six-floor building, with a focus on the study of wireless
schemes and their performance. OMF enables the management of testbed resources, although
not the most efficient use of them. To address this problem, they extend OMF in a way that
experiments are scheduled according to their resources requirements. As described by the
authors, the scheduling process is enabled through spectrum slicing[42][43]. In the NitLab
reservation process, they specify the nodes, channels to use, and the time allocated to the
reservation. Once this is complete, the testbed is configured with the booking information,
and further access to nodes is provided to the user. The testbed maintains record of this
data in order to avoid channel overlap, to allow concurrent experiments and a more efficient
utilization of the testbed.
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AMazING
AMazING is another deployment of an OMF-enabled testbed consisting of 24 nodes lo-
cated in the rooftop of Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es - Aveiro (IT). The testbed objectives
are to support mobile experimentation, while providing a low cost general purpose testbed
to create experiments. OMF support its infrastructure to provide the instrumentation, with
some extensions and also some contributed patches. In the near future, this testbed aims to
integrate NS-3 with its management infrastructure, inviting simulation adopters to take ad-
vantage of a testbed capability to provide trustworthy results. Their hardware infrastructure
includes storage, and servers processing power to analyze results and support experiments.
The extensions made to this platform were: custom power management through an ethernet
interface; measurement infrastructure improvements, bringing a large set of metrics by using
Internet Protocol Flow Information Export (IPFIX). Since this testbed supports the work of
this dissertation, the AMazING deployment is thoroughly explained in section 3.2.
EXTREME
EXperimental Testbed for Research Enabling Mobility Enhancements (EXTREME) testbed
is a multi-user experimentation platform to conduct wireless experiments[44]. This testbed
consists of a generic platform sharing some principles of OMF and Netbed. They aim to
reduce experiment creation time, for users to tackle more on their results and scenarios to
reproduce.
The system architecture is inspired in Emulab and also provides similar functionality to
XML used in ORBIT. A cluster of machines with two network interfaces (control and data),
are interconnected using high-end switches/routers, providing access to Internet, and to the
institution production network. All the nodes are controlled by a central server holding PXE
and Frisbee configuration to allow custom operating systems to be deployed on nodes. They
use a high-level language based on XML to describe the experiment. Users describe a physical
topology and software to be used, which is later mapped to the nodes. Measurements are
provided by means of a framework to help users to easily define the metrics to be captured.
Underneath this framework, passive monitoring nodes interact with experiments resources
to gather (only) network metrics, such as jitter, packet loss, throughput, etc. Each of these
passive nodes will monitor a different experiment. Metrics are then sent to the central server,
which will provide graphical results based on the retrieved information, packet traces and
statistical computation of results. One drawback is the EXTREME testbed is the lack of ap-
plication integration to generate custom metrics. Only network metrics are gathered, varying
from what their platform supports.
The EXTREME testbed owners alleged the low scalability of OMF reproducing other
types of wireless technologies. In this testbed they have also included support for General
packet radio service (GPRS) and Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)/High-
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) wireless networks. Their contribution to the network
community is in the emulation and reproduction of a wide range of wireless technologies[45].
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PlanetLab
PlanetLab[46] is a testbed with nearly 1,000 machines geographically distributed across
the globe. These machines are all deployed with the same software package, namely MyPLC.
This software package provides node control mechanisms, and a set of management tools
which monitors node health, system activity auditing and also access/authorization control.
It was designed to meet the need of researchers to understand and test new services and
applications in a global scale. It was envisioned to serve the research community as a global
overlay network[47], supporting long running services that might target a client community,
through successive and seamless migrations.
The architecture follows five important principles:
• Distributed Virtualization: PlanetLab environment supports both short-term experi-
ments and long-running services, and the best way to achieve this is through virtualiza-
tion, offering only a fraction of the node resources. Since physical resources are placed
all across the globe, a distributed virtualization platform is needed. Multiple VM’s are
treated as a single one, introducing a new concept known as slices.
• Unbundled Management: PlanetLab puts almost at the same level the services running
by users and the infrastructure services, such as slice creation, software monitoring,
performance monitoring, etc. Being a continuously evolving platform, they want the
infrastructure services to evolve not depending on the bundled platform, parallel to the
services deployed by its users. This will allow different versions of the same infrastruc-
ture services to be compared as the platform evolves. Note that infrastructure services
will have more privileges than normal services.
• Chain of Responsibility: Nodes are geographically distributed across the globe being
managed by different autonomous organizations. PlanetLab Consortium (PLC) is the
entity responsible for the operational stability of the whole infrastructure. It acts like
an intermediary entity between different organizations (that manages their nodes indi-
vidually) while the system itself knows which organization is responsible if something
goes wrong. One user does not have to trust many different organizations to deploy
their services, since PlanetLab will act as their intermediary, granting more freedom to
the whole system. This is enforced through trust relationships between node owners,
authorities and slices users, which will be explained later on.
• Decentralized Control: Each organization maintains and is responsible by the resources
it provides to the PlanetLab infrastructure.
• Efficient Resource Sharing: A fair distribution of resource among slices is maintained.
Slice and resource allocation are decoupled, meaning that each slice must assign re-
sources. Each slice guarantees “best effort” behavior of its resources, without starving
other slices.
Actors and Trust Relationships The following describes the previous referred to chain
of responsibility. The main actors in the PlanetLab infrastructure are:
• Owners have the upmost control of their nodes, but delegate management to PLC.
Owners trust PLC to provide with software which manages the network, and to provide
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resources latter available to users. PLC trusts owners to keep nodes physically opera-
tional and secure. Optionally, owners can control resource allocation through policies.
• Users are the ones who create their slices (through mechanisms provided by PLC), to
run their services. Users trust PLC to create slices in which they are able to run their
services, while PLC expresses their trust with access credentials to PlanetLab.
• PlanetLab is the trusted intermediary, which manages the nodes on behalf of its own-
ers, and creates slices for their users. PLC is divided into two different actors. A
Management Authority (MA) is responsible for the monitoring of all nodes, and a
Slice Authority (SA) keeps track of all slices and their mapping to users. While the
MA trusts SA to map its slices to users, SA entrusts MA to provide working Virtual
Machines (VMs) and user control.
The core element of the PlanetLab architecture is the slice. A slice consists of a set of
allocated resources distributed across all nodes. Nodes are assigned to slices, consisting of
virtual machines providing computational power, storage, network resources, in a controlled
manner. Many virtual machines can coexist on the same PlanetLab node, running on top of a
monitor, called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). This entity is responsible for the auditing
of each virtual machine system activity so that the resources are distributed fairly to avoid
starvation. Remember that since PlanetLab is seen as overlay network, services must coexist
with each other, being that fair distribution of resources is an important requirement. Virtu-
alization in PlanetLab is achieved through the well-known Linux vserver. Unlike commercial
products which can provide 10 VMs per machine, or a common runtime like the JVM or
Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR), in PlanetLab a much larger number of VMs
may run on the same node, requiring a more lightweight mechanism like linux vserver.
A Node Manager (NM) (holding the VMM), runs on each node and is responsible for
its resources management and association with slices. The NM maintains resource pools,
namely RSpec, which basically comprise the resource allocated by the node. The SA creates
the slice, which is stored on its database. This authority is responsible for maintaining the
slice association of its users as well as resource pools. Slices will subsequently be instantiated,
and resources assigned to each node. This can be done either “manually” or by an infrastruc-
ture service called Slice Creation Service (SCS). The Auditing Service (AS), which is also
an infrastructure service running on the node, is responsible for watching node failures or
aberrant behaviour. A MA is responsible for keeping this software updated (NM, AS, SCS),
maintains a database of its registered nodes, and also takes action if a node is not behaving
appropriately. Other infrastructure services are also deployed, enabling resource brokerage
(simplifying resource binding), node health monitoring, and discovery services for resource
availability.
OneLab
Initially PLC was the only intermediary, but was later decoupled into two different parts
(MA and SA). This implies a great improvement of PlanetLab scalability, as different parts of
the PlanetLab infrastructure may evolve independently. Currently PLC is the only manage-
ment authority; federation is achieved when more groups start to play their role. OneLab[48]
project aims to enhance AS as a federated system, by extending it with wireless technologies
through the federation of wireless testbeds. This provides users with the use of a whole new
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set of wireless technologies offering a greater variety and complexity of services. The main
purpose of OneLab is to provide researchers with one network testbed, by uniting each insti-
tution network resources. It is a European founded project that began in AS Europe, being
already federated with PlanetLab Japan and Korean Private PlanetLab.
To support this kind of network ecosystem, some challenges were found in the Planet-
Lab architecture, which are currently being studied[49]. Node information maintained by
PLC must be more precise, since some experiments will require node topology dependency;
Furthermore with wireless technologies, concurrent experiments introduce a problem due to
wireless spectrum sharing issues. It is also not envisioned on current PlanetLab architecture
that some specific resources might be only available on a specific slice, such as a UMTS
network interface.
2.3.3 Wireless EXperimentation Tool
Wireless Experimentation Tool (Wextool)[50] is a tool developed in Institut National de
Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), addressing the problems of experi-
ment creation in wireless network testbeds. Developed for use in any computer, wextool can
be configured in any wireless-enabled station/computer. A workflow [51] is here addressed to
provide easy experimentation on wireless testbeds. Experiments are first processed by issuing
a scenario. This scenario is an XML file that will contain nodes layout definitions, and the
definition of the whole environment, by specifying software components and configurations
to be made. Furthermore, traffic characterization and data to be captured in the experiment
are specified in detail, along with the number of times the experiment will run. This scenario
file can be created either manually or using a wextool GUI. Once this scenario is established,
the experiment is performed, packet traces being acquired and sent to the server. Optionally,
real-time monitoring can be enabled to observe traffic-load and packet loss variations, and
other metrics. When the experiment is finished, processing of data takes place, which will
synchronize and gather packets traces to a central database for further analysis. Wextool also
provides ways to analyze data, allowing the correlation of different wireless metrics. This tool
also lacks integration with applications for user-generated metrics.
2.3.4 Network Experiment Programming Interface
The three approaches in network testing, have many different advantages. Simulation has
the most notable repeatability and configurability, being able to change all variables on a
network, from the physical layer to the whole network model. With the emulation approach,
virtualization allows an experimenter to emulate a larger set of resources, with much less
hardware. Finally, testbeds represent the real network, providing the reliability that the
emulation and simulation approaches cannot easily provide.
Researchers at INRIA, believe that mixing all tools can greatly improve a network re-
searcher productivity, and bring them more freedom when trying to create complex experi-
ments. Lack of resources, hardware issues, complex network topologies, reproducibility issues
are some of problems encountered when trying to create more complex experiments. In such
situations, this mix of environments can be very useful. For example, when testing a video
streaming application using 20 nodes where only 10 exist, NS-3 could simulate the remainder.
This is one example of the flexibility between environments they wish to demonstrate.
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Architecture
For this purpose, they created the Network Experimentation Programming Interface
(NEPI) framework[52] which tries to interoperate all the experimentation tools, creating
what they call “mixed experiments”. It allows a researcher to use NS-3, PlanetLab, Netbed,
OMF-enabled testbed, or any other infrastructure, and switching among them easily through
NEPI API. Their aim is to provide a uniform manner to simplify the typical experimentation
tasks such as measurement collection, network topology, across all different environments.
Figure 2.13: NEPI Architecture
The NEPI API is accessed through a Controller which is in charge to interact to a remote
daemon responsible for running the experiments. The controller is where user authoriza-
tions take place, as well as user assignment for each experiment, through remote procedures
calls. The Experiment is the one holding all the experiments description. They keep track
of experiment progress and related data such as results, and are responsible for the deploy-
ment and monitoring of every host. NEPI functionality resides mostly in an Object Model
Representation, to describe experiments. Backend and Server are the entities providing in-
tegration with experiment environments. The Object Model is extended through Backend
implementation where Server holds the environment, which can be a NS-3 simulator pro-
cess, OMF Aggregate Manager, Netbed masterhost or any other experimentation support
resource. The user toolbox represents a higher abstraction of each Backend objects, providing
access to all Environment Backend Objects.
The Object Model
Creating experiments using the NEPI object model follows the same method as creating
an integrated circuits layout. Modules with certain properties can connect with other modules
of the same type, or create composite modules, to describe a more hierarchical representation.
NEPI uses six types of entities: Object, Connector, Attribute, Trace, Result and Operation:
• Object represents a functional unit like a PlanetLab Gateway, an Emulab Node, an
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NS-3 Object or an OMF resource;
• Connector serves as a bridge between objects, for instance, an NS-3 IPv4 Object.
• Attribute are properties of an object (e.g. Transmit Power, Link Speed, Source, Desti-
nation, etc);
• Trace represents a trace of an event occurring on an Object;
• Results describes something generated by an Object;
• Operation is an action scheduled on an Object (e.g. olsr-daemon to execute in a Emulab
Node).
Figure 2.14: ModelNet (left) and NS-3 (left) object diagram examples
ModelNet emulator topologies are written in an XML containing edge and core nodes of
a network. Figure 2.14 describes one way to model ModelNet and a Ping example application
with NS-3 Object Model, using NEPI: One Node object has one Link object, with the source
(from), and destination (to), attributes; the Ping object is connected to a Node with an
IPv4 address. Also described are the two wireless network interfaces belonging to a Node.
Although this is a very low-level example, one way to reduce the level of complexity of the
model is to aggregate all Node related objects (except Ping), to only one object.
NEPI Framework brings a new approach to network testing, aiming to create a heteroge-
neous network testing environment. Currently it is still in prototype stage, and only the NS-3
backend has been implemented. Controller capabilities are yet unknown, so yet there is no
sign of methods to control network resources or as to monitor them. Supporting NEPI frame-
work, a front-end called Network Experimentation Frontend (NEF) has also been created,
but no documentation supporting this frontend has been written.
2.3.5 Summary
These testbeds vary from a simple installation of operating system in nodes, to custom
management software. UMIC introduces PXE for software deployment, while using SNMP
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for its monitoring. APE testbed created a way to describe mobility through scenarios files,
and it uses mackill tool to create topologies. A software package facilitates the deployment
on testbed nodes. MiNT mobile testbed is distinctive for embedding NS-2 in nodes, and for
tracking movement using a RFID location system. It is a relevant initiative showing a cost
viable manner to create a mobile testbed, supported with a platform that allows users to
easily create their experiments. The University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) testbed
introduces out-band and in-band management by separating control network from experimen-
tation network, although no further management is established, apart from tools to analyze
and manage the wireless network. ORBIT currently is one of the biggest deployed wireless
testbeds. They have created a tool to optimize its management. Currently this tool is used
in many testbeds deployments around the world. Nitlab is one of such examples but they
focus more in scheduling mechanisms to increase the number of experiments to be executed
simultaneously. They have developed a wireless spectrum slicing mechanism that separates
the channels one user is allowed to use. AMazING testbed is another example of an OMF
deployment, and their objectives are to provide a testbed for the study of mobility scenarios.
By integrating NS-3 in their deployment, they aim to bring the controllability of such simu-
lation environment in live experimentation, similar to what MiNT have done. They’ve also
extended OMF to facilitate results collection, giving support to a wide number of metrics.
The EXTREME testbed is similar to OMF, aiming to create a framework to manage a testbed
while supporting multiple wireless interfaces. Although, they fail to integrate applications to
generate their measurements. Their infrastructure does not allow this kind of integration
and is only reduced to network metrics. Although compared to ORBIT testbed, it has a
larger support in terms of wireless networks. Also similar to OMF, wextool aims to provide
a framework for users to define their experiments, although with limited methods to deploy
software and collect metrics. PlanetLab is a planetary testbed distributed across hundreds of
sites, delivering a platform where users are allowed to deploy their services. Its infrastructure
is optimized for multiple services to co-exist.
Emulation gathers the best of both worlds. With much less hardware, it allows the
reproduction of larger scenarios, through virtualization. While deployment costs are lower, it
also leverages results reliability by running on real hardware. The most notable example is,
the Netbed where “testbeds are deployed as clusters”. They are provisioned with virtualization
capabilities on top of this hardware and a whole infrastructure, which includes collaboration,
monitoring, deployment, and experiments creation through NS-2 scripts. The workgroup
behind this platform were the creators of Frisbee, which was designed to restore nodes disk
and to facilitate the software deployment.
Almost all of these testbeds share similar problems: measurements are reduced to the
analysis of log files; software deployment and execution of the experiments are usually done
manually. Furthermore, the whole deployment of the testbed is expensive and its maintenance
incurs additional costs. Testbeds are made for specific purposes or project objectives, and are
subsequently useless. This leads to the lack of testbed reutilization.
NEPI Framework aims to bring an programming interface to unify all the different envi-
ronments in network testing, mixing the use of network simulators, OMF-enabled testbeds,
Netbed and PlanetLab. This is a great initiative, although it is still in prototype stage and
only network simulators backend is supported.
The concept of testbed management system has arisen, as testbeds require more instru-
mentation capabilities, and to ease management actions to overcome the problems of main-
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taining and deploying a testbed. DES-TBMS is distinctive and provides this kind of system for
a hybrid testbed, with an interface to manage experiments, and tools to monitor and analyze
results. OMF is also notable, being a current state-of-the-art tool to manage and easily cre-
ate experiments. It features a more dynamic and scalable method than DES-Testbed, which
lacks easy software deployment, and a less scalable way to create experiments (DES-Cript in
XML) when compared to a language designed and integrated with the whole platform OMF.
OMF Workgroup is making its way towards the creation of a portal that makes accessible
the testbed to users, although and according to their future planning, the platform is more
designed to schedule experiments and collect measurements. Users still need a more in-depth
knowledge of the whole framework, since the process is still complex and decoupled.
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Chapter 3
Testbed Management Platforms
Previously different approaches on network testing were shown: simulation, emulation
and testbeds deployment. When using a simulation test, experiments are granted with a
completely controllable environment, with all variables of a network at his disposal. Usually
coming under the form of discrete event simulators, OMNeT++ and NS-3 are the most
resounding names among the network community. A network is modeled by the tester and
then simulated by software. There are a variety of network scenarios, and simulation alone
cannot provide the reliability of results. Nonetheless simulation proves very important in
preliminary tests especially when compared with theoretical values.
Due to this lack of reliability, network test community comes to lean on the deployment
of test facilities. Testbeds arose as a solution to this problem, as well as software residing on
these, suggesting new approaches, and different objectives.
Previously, the AMazING testbed owners had been confronted with these problems [53]
and aimed to solve them by installing and developing a management infrastructure on their
testbed. The choice lead to OMF, which is an active project aimed at solving these problems.
It is a state-of-art tool, which provides easy software installation and controllability for either
a testbed owner or an experimenter. In this chapter a more analysis of this tool is made along
with the testbed deployment that will support this work.
3.1 cOntrol and Managment Framework (OMF)
The OMF[54] framework is a software package providing tools for control, management
and measurement of testbed resources. While a testbed owner gains access to an effective
management of all resources, the users can easily instrument their experiments, run and
collect all their results in a centralized way. Instrument here, means to configure all network
parameters, execute applications, results collection, where without OMF these tasks would
slow the whole testing process.
OMF was designed to achieve reproducibility, and greater repeatability on experimen-
tation. Its main design principle centers on the experiment description. This description
will contain all the configuration and information of resources, and then delegate it to OMF,
where the resources will be deployed and configured, experiment executed and finally results
collected (Figure 3.1) From a user perspective, the basic workflow submitted is based on three
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steps:
1. The user is asked for a script, called experiment definition, which will contain applica-
tions, OS images, topologies, a specific node behavior or network configurations;
2. OMF will deploy and configure according to this experiment definition. When all re-
sources are configured, the experiment is executed and measurement data is collected;
3. Finally, the measurement data is stored in a standardized database format, and can be
used for later analysis.
Figure 3.1: OMF Functional Principle
3.1.1 Architecture
The OMF architecture, related to the 5.3 version, is structured as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Three main entities maintain the control of the testbed. The Experiment Controller (EC) is
the entity that the users get access to. Just described in the previous workflow, an experiment
definition is passed down to this entity to be executed on Testbed. There it will request
Aggregate Manager (AM) for resources initialization, loading disk images if necessary and
communicating with the Resource Controller (RC) that each node holds, to issue network
configuration commands (e.g. essid, ip) or applications initialization. When all resources
are up and installed, the experiment starts. While an experiment is running, the EC may
ask for nodes to start their applications or modify their experiment/application parameters.
Nodes respond through the RC module. When there are applications still running, results
will be periodically collected and sent to the AM and gathered in a Database, which will
be later accessed by AM services. A correct deployment of the OMF should have a control
network and the experiment network. Control traffic should be separated, or results may be
inconsistent, due to the background traffic created by the control entities. These modules will
be explained in the next sections, from their architecture to the whole software stack.
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3.1.2 Aggregate Manager
This module also called as Grid Services, is the one responsible for the management of
all resources within a testbed. It consists on a collection of services that provides to an OMF
enabled testbed the following capabilities:
• An imaging system that let experimenters load/save their own images to the nodes;
• An inventory which maintains information related to all resources, such as drivers,
hardware, location of node;
• A chassis manager which control the power of resources;
• Boot management of resources and access to the measurement databases through web
services.
The Aggregate Manager is responsible for holding all these services described above, as
well as the Publish-Subscribe Server, later explained. OMF created a kind of ruby meta-
description, to describe each service heterogeneously, increasing the extensibility factor of the
AM. This meta-description is provided by the Service Core API . A service must be placed in
the correct package in the form of ogs_<service_name> and each service must be described
using s_name, s_param, s_description keywords. All classes in the packages using that
naming form will be loaded. After that, ServiceMounter will mount each service and start
the HTTP Server that handles all requests. For services that needs to run a background
process (e.g. Frisbee), the AM provides an AbstractDaemon API to extend. Figure 3.3
illustrates the AM software package.
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Figure 3.3: Aggregate Manager software stack
Disk Imaging System
Aggregate Manager allows users to load disk images on nodes to facilitate the software
deployment. This is done using a “pre-boot” system (PXE) together with an application
(Frisbee) that will distribute the image to nodes. It will act as the streaming server, and the
clients just need to receive the chunks of the disk image.
The Imaging System consists of a Frisbee daemon, a PXE server and one or multiple
clients of both of these services. PXE is an execution environment whose objective is to
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boot up nodes, using a network interface and independently of operating systems or data
storage that is already on disk. It is deployed with a server and client having both Trivial
File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) services
running. The client tries to locate information about the existent AMservers (through DHCP).
Once the client finds the appropriate server, a Network Boot Program (NBP) is requested and
transferred via TFTP. In the case of OMF, this NBP will be the Frisbee. When transferred,
the NBP is stored on Random Access Memory (RAM) and then executed, where it will begin
the image transfer. The image is sent to one or multiple nodes over a reliable multicast
session and booted afterwards. The image transfer is handled by Frisbee, while the boot
management is made by PXE. In the case of failure, a default image is booted instead.
Frisbee can distribute the same image to multiple nodes simultaneously, using multicast.
Image transfer is made through a reliable multicast protocol to ensure packet delivery. Note
that, Frisbee was initially created to support the existent “testbed clusters” at Netbed, where
an image is loaded to dozens of nodes at the same time.
Inventory
The AM also stores hardware and nodes information, in a database, which is called
the Inventory. This inventory contains a set of tables, which maintains information about
motherboards, node locations, devices available and PXE images information.
Chassis Manager
The Chassis Manager (CM) is another service provided by the AM, responsible for the
power management of nodes. It comes with a core implementation that depends on specific
hardware with power controllability. A stub is also available in AM services, which provide
custom power management to other types of resources. This stub comes with no implemen-
tation, being the task of testbed owners to extent it at their own will. The AMazING testbed
makes use of this capability, enabling power management through a Router. subsection 3.2.2
refers to this implementation.
3.1.3 Experiment Controller
Also known as Node Handler (NH), the EC role is to allow users to execute their ex-
periments. The user comes in contact with the EC to execute commands such as the load
of an image to a node(s), or execute an experiment. The EC cooperates with the AM only
when the initialization of resources takes place i.e. the disk images load. When resources are
configured, the EC will communicate with the nodes sending commands according to their
Experiment Definition.
The the EC is bundled as an application to be installed in the users terminal. It holds
responsibility for configuration, deployment and experiment execution tasks. Usually these
tasks are sluggish and require manual input each time tests are made, but using the OMF all
of these items are controlled through the language created for this purprose. It is the frontend
of an OMF-enabled testbed, being called the OMF Experiment Definition Language (OEDL).
This language is part of the EC, being the major module on the Experiment Controller. We
will talk about this language and give an overview of the EC software architecture.
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OMF Experiment Description Language
OEDL is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) that enables a user to instrument his ex-
periment, making all usual configuration and deployment tasks more simple and automated
as possible. Through this language, the user will be able to describe his experiment in a
higher abstraction, being the logic centered on the script. This approach allows a user to
have high controllability while providing the automation in execution. In short, writing an
experiment implies the creation of an OEDL script, called the Experiment Definition. Its
creation, involves three different “phases”:
1. Resource Initialization and Configuration – the user will have to configure their re-
sources, defining their network parameters, disk images do load, applications running
and measures to capture.
2. Events and Tasks Definition – The flow of the experiment is dynamic, meaning there
is no lifetime specification in the description. OEDL provides a set of events that are
triggered during the experiment, either the user can creation its own. For instance,
when resources are all configured and ready to run, an event is triggered meaning your
experiment will start to run. Experiment tasks must be defined within the scope of this
event handler.
3. Graph Integration (Optional) – The user can see their measurement data in a web page,
by specifying the graphs to generate, in the experiment definition.
Resource Configuration
OEDL syntax is Ruby[55], but being a Domain Specific Language it was designed for
people with general programming skills to easily create their scripts. Users will semantically
describe their sequence of actions to execute on the testbed, instead of issuing terminal
commands to nodes. Users only have to learn these semantics, to create the experiments. For
instance, if an experimenter wants to configure one node network parameters of a wireless
interface, the usual approach would be to connect manually to each node issuing commands
such as:
$ iwconfig wlan0 essid test mode managed
$ ifconfig wlan0 192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0
Using OEDL semantics, instead you will define a group containing the node and simply
change the IP address of the desired interface, such as the following: Highlighted in red are
the most important parts:
1. The definition the group, with a name, a set of nodes associated and the desired proper-
ties (IP, Extended Service Set ID (ESSID)). The node name follows a resource naming
convention, to enforce their uniqueness if multiple OMF testbeds were coexisting.
2. Node properties are defined through a resource path, having multiple properties for
each type of network interface. net.w0.ip refers to a network parameter (net), of the
Wireless Interface 0(w0, Ethernet would be e0), being the ip the property to configure.
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Example 1 OEDL to configure network parameters
defGroup("GroupName", "omf.testbed.node1") do |node|
node.net.w0.ip = "192.168.1.1"
node.net.w0.netmask = "255.255.255.0"
node.net.w0.essid = "test"
node.net.w0.mode = "managed"
end
Other wireless related properties such as bitrate, channel and transmit power can also
be changed. In OMF this kind of expressions are denominated as Resource Paths.
Applications
Normally a testbed is used to test a prototype of some piece of software, which can be a
routing protocol, a kernel module, an application, etc. The common way to test applications
in a testbed is by remotely connect to each node and starting them manually. The main
drawback of this approach is that it requires too much user input, and when some synchro-
nization between applications is required, the experiment success is dependent on the user
quickness or his sense of timing. Additionally, analyzing results implies filtering all the log
files to gather the relevant metrics. To solve this problem, OEDL lets users instrument their
applications, with ways to generate metrics centrally. Defining the instrumentation implies
doing it only once, with no input required from the user. We will have to create an Appli-
cation Definition with similar semantics to the example above. This application definition is
an interface, which is translated to a command that will be executed on the desired group.
For the measurements, if your application is OMF Measurement Library (OML)-enabled it
only has to declare which metrics will be injected to the results. More on this subject in
subsection 3.1.7.
Topology
Topologies provide users with a way to layout the network in an experiment. OEDL allows
the user to create his own network topologies, creating nodes and defining links between
them with different properties. This is useful to test multi-hop routing protocols, limiting
the “visibility” of the nodes. In Ethernet interfaces, a user can define different routes and
apply packet filters. In Wireless Interfaces, these topologies are used to enforce link on the
interface. This is done with tools such as iptable[56], ebtable[57] or using Netem. OEDL
makes this configuration process transparent to users, providing semantics to define these
topologies.
Disk Image Loading
As explained previously, an OMF enabled testbed can install entire disk images onto
nodes, easing the dependency management necessary to deploy applications. OEDL Language
provides expressions in its grammar to enable disk imaging. The EC maintains a repository
where it resides application definitions and special scripts which enables part of the OEDL
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functionality. When the user asks for an image to be loaded, a special script in this repository
will be invoked, to configure nodes and trigger the image load process. In current versions of
OMF image loading and experiment execution consists in two different processes, although
both are described in OEDL scripts.
Stack
The EC stack is defined mainly by the implementation of the OEDL Environment, as
illustrated in Figure 3.4. A set of packages powers the OEDL implementation, having the
NodeHandler as an entry point of the EC Command-Line Interface (CLI). This NH will
load the experiment and store all experiment related information. The implementation of the
OEDL language makes heavy usage of Singleton objects to store the experiment state and
communications with the nodes. Sucessive runs of experiments, could corrupt information
contained in these Singleton objects. In addition, this implementation does not provide
libraries to access the information contained in the experiment definitions.
During the experiment execution, the EC will launch a web server that allows the exper-
imenter to see logs, measurements and scripts. Although, it is a very limited web application
meant to monitor the experiment.
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Figure 3.4: Experiment Controller software stack
3.1.4 Resource Controller
This module represents the controller entity of every node available in the testbed. His
main purpose is to respond to commands issued by the EC. For example, when a group defined
in the OEDL script sets a resource path, the EC will send the resource path data and value
to the corresponding RC which will handle and translate to the appropriate command that
will configure the network interface. All the communication uses the Extensible Messaging
and Presence Protocol (XMPP), whereas the communication model between OMF entities is
defined by the OMF Protocol. In current versions, Resource Controller just responds to the
commands issued by EC, taking no initiative in the whole experiment process.
3.1.5 OMF Protocol
In early versions of the OMF, communication between the different entities were carried
out using a simple text protocol through a TCP/multicast server. Aside from implementation
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limitations, in a future environment where different testbeds are connected together (feder-
ation) this approach faced some problems. For instance, resources are not guaranteed to be
unique in a federated environment, and multicast traffic might not be able to cross network
boundaries. Furthermore, the resources available in a testbed, did not predict different types
of resources or relations between them. As the project became larger, the objectives grew
beyond the need to manage ORBIT testbed, therefore changing their design.
The entire experiment communication infrastructure was refactored, thus introducing the
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol[58]. It consists on an Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) standardized XML protocol which is mostly used in presence, messaging and
real-time applications. Its foundations are supported by a client/server architecture, in which
all peers talk with each other through a XMPP server who will be the abstraction layer
between all XMPP communications. The server is responsible for the connections between
different entities and maintains the appropriate information among peers such as presence
state, sessions, contacts, subscriptions. Servers connect to each other when different domains
are involved.
One of XMPP advantages is its extensibility. Through XML, one can easily extend the
XMPP core protocol[59] creating the so-called XMPP Extension Protocol (XEP). XMPP
usage is flexible, so organizations can maintain their server implementation and create their
own private extensions. The core protocol provides the base XML communication layer,
authorization and authentication mechanisms, presence availability and contact lists. Among
the dozens of extensions available[60], one can highlight XMPP over Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Publish-Subscribe, as the ones of most interest to OMF.
On top of XMPP, OMF created a custom protocol dedicated to the orchestration of an
experiment. This protocol, denominated as the OMF Protocol, is the one that enables to
resource configuration, management of experiment resources and application execution. Re-
sources are organized in a hierarchical structure to distribute resources between experiments
and across different testbeds. They used the Publish-Subscribe XMPP Extension, where
different content publishers can ”asynchronously” notify content to its subscribers.
3.1.6 Publish-Subscribe Scheme
All communication between resources and experimenters are made through XMPP using
Publish and Subscribe extension[61]. All active entities interaction are best described in a
tree diagram (Figure 3.5): “OMF” represent a testbed that is formed by ”System” resources
that will be distributed across “Slices”. Each resource listens for actions under the System
group. The gray nodes are created by default when deploying OMF, while the remaining
ones are created by EC when executing an experiment. Colors imply different roles in this
communication model. When a user wants to execute an experiment, they request a “Slice”
with “Resources” to use. As described before, when an OEDL script is loaded, groups will
be created to make use of the testbed resources. Each group will also have a corresponding
node. AM subscribes to the all system nodes he manages to issue low-level commands. RC
will subscribe to its OEDL group and assigned resources, where it will receive configuration
commands. EC subscribes to all the nodes it creates to acknowledge group establishment,
and to monitor nodes state.
Currently the EC is the one responsible for creating the slice and its resources, although
this is envisioned to be created by third-party tools with the intent of using an OMF testbed.
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Figure 3.5: PubSub Nodes Tree
The Publish-Subscribe is currently being refactored to be used in conjunction with PlanetLab.
This migration began in version 5.3 and it will be finished in version 5.4.
3.1.7 Measurement Collection
Gathering measurement data is one of the key challenges when working with experiments
on large-scale testbeds. Often data comes in some form of log files, whose formats can vary. All
the log files must be collected from all resources and passed through some sort of serialization
in order to extract the most relevant data. This sluggish process of measurement collection
adds overhead in the whole experimentation workflow, and thus slows the whole experiment
objective, focusing less on the application or routing protocol to test.
The OMF Workgroup comes with a measurement collection framework to solve these
problems, namely the OML[62]. This framework provides means for an experimenter to
define the measurements points, processing of the results, enabling him to organize his data
into a single database, avoiding the fragmentation of having such numerous log files among all
the resources. OML efforts deliver a “generic” and simple framework that is able to measure
anything instead of being restricted to network metrics. The principle behind this framework
consists on streaming measurement data from clients to a server responsible for the data
aggregation to a single database. Experimenters can easily instrument their applications
with various methods through the OML client libraries.
The server only task is to receive data from an OML-integrated application and join
all the data in a database for a given experiment ID. In addition, OML framework also
provides a proxy server. This proxy server is responsible for locally storing the measurements
during experiment that will be sent later to the OML Server. It consists of a queue of
measurements to be sent to the collection server, in which the dispatch is activated through
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Pause/Resume commands from applications. The usage of this proxy is made by telling in the
experiment definition if the node is disconnected. Disconnected nodes are more suitable when
network restrictions are present[63]. Usually when experimenting with mobile nodes, control
network may be unreachable or out of range. Depending on the testbed configuration it
might not be viable to send the measurement streams through the experiment network, since
it will introduce traffic overhead and thus inflicting error on the results. Furthermore, when
doing experiments that involve high traffic rates, sending the measurements could congest
the network, causing measurement data loss. The solution is to buffer the measurements
temporarily (when the network is unavailable or at the end of an experiment) through this
proxy server.
Measurement Library Client
Doing experiments correctly, involves integration of applications with OML. Its main
advantages are the previously explained results centralization and a power filtering mechanism
that comes with OML. It can be done by either changing the application source code or by
defining a wrapper on top of the application. OML libraries were made with simple integration
in mind. If your application is integrated with OML, the resource controller will take care
of the rest, and the user gains access to filtering mechanisms that enables users with metrics
data control. A filter consists of injecting data to the database that will pass through series of
arithmetic calculations (average, sum, etc). For instance, instead of injecting all the caputed
samples, an average of a smaller number of samples could be injected to the database. Users
decide when this process happens by specifying a sampling/interval rate and the filters to
apply..
Figure 3.6: OML Wrapper Application
Defining a wrapper (Figure 3.6) is the easiest way of integrating an application, specially
when the user only has access to the application binary. This is done using the OML Ruby
client library. Using a wrapper means that the application will have logs or output, that
needs to be parsed in order to inject the metrics to the database. To create the wrapper, one
must, first, define his measurement points and associated metrics, following by the application
initialization and finally process the output from the application where the injection of metrics
takes place. A Measurement Point (MP) is here referred as a set of metrics. These metrics
are expressed in tuples, which contains the name of what to be measured and the type. MPs
are then translated to a “schema” that is attached with every measurement stream to OML
server, representing the format which the metrics must injected. The measurement streams
are sent during experiment, and are part of the text protocol that OML uses to transmit the
results between clients and server. The protocol consists on sending measurement streams,
which will contain information about the OML application, the experiment, the MP structure
information (the schema) and finally the results.
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Figure 3.7: OML Native Application
Besides the wrapper, the user can make a more native integration within applications
with OML (Figure 3.7). In the wrapper creation, the user is limited to output/logs thrown
by the application, while in this native approach the user get access to the application source
code being able to inject more metrics. The main drawback of a native integration is the
increased difficulty of integration when dealing with third-party applications such as mgen
or iperf. However, we gain access to much more information and thus able to inject much
more data to the results. For example defining a wrapper ping will allow the user to get
metrics such as Time To Leave (TTL) and Round Trip Time (RTT) that we gather from
ping output. A more native integration of the ping would give access to the Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) headers of each packet. Since the user can choose the metrics to
use in the experiment, the native approach will provide a higher variety of results.
OMF and OML are completely independent. Although, some of the OMF components
provide seamless integration with OML when both are present of the same machine. In such
cases, the database results are automatically created in the filesystem without the need of
any input. In addition, AM provides web services related to experiment results.
Some well-known applications such as iperf are instrumented with OML. They also create
a traffic generator and a traffic sink, which can be of use to user experiments. The OMF is a
testbed management framework, which manages a testbed while providing with controllability
of experiments. OML introduces a generic framework for metrics generation, which allows one
to capture any metrics that an experimenter wants to, without being restricted to network
metrics. The experiment is not subdued to a flood of log files along with its entire parsing.
3.1.8 Portal
A Portal[64] was developed to support users with manageability of their experiments on
the National Information and Communications Technology Australia Ltd (NICTA) deploy-
ment. This platform was built on top of Redmine[65], and is only dedicated for management
of reservations, experiment related scripts and artifacts. Users will have GIT[66] repositories
to manage their experiment definitions, while they are able to reserve of testbed resources. It
offers three different types of reservations: ideal topologies, time slot and as soon as topology
nodes are available. Ideal topologies happen when topologies contained in experiments meet
certain conditions (e.g. RSSI < 20dbm, PLR > 5%). Time-slot refers to an interval that is
used to reserve testbed nodes. Besides these reservation mechanisms, the portal also provides
auto generated graphics of the results. In the future, they aim to enhance results processing
by providing support for a statistical environment, namely the R language[67]. However, their
portal is limited, being only a tool for users to manage scripts version and reserve testbed
resources.
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3.2 Advanced Mobile Wireless Network Playground
The AMazING[68] consists of a wireless testbed, composed of twenty-four nodes located
at the Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es - Aveiro. As explained previously, simulations sometimes
fail to provide reliable results due to incorrect validation of the network models. In addition,
in previous deployments such as the Daidalos project[69], problems were found that were later
solved in the AMazING deployment. In the Daidalos testbed, the authors were to make use
of New Generation Networks (WiMAX, Wifi, and UMTS) within a federated environment.
The purpose of the Daidalos project was to study the foundations of an All-IP operator
network, for future support of a broad range of personal services. These problems were on
the monitoring and maintainability of the developed software components, nodes operating
systems and testbed uptime. AMazING testbed operators stated important key requirements
that address these problems, which distinguish this testbed deployment for the one previously
described. The main requirement was the need of a reproducible environment for users. There
were several considerations in the testbed creation:
• Low cost/power: Since there are a relative larger number of nodes, these should have a
low cost and power too. This reduces maintainability costs of the testbed, as the cost
of creation.
• Reduced Radio Interference: The testbed was setup at IT rooftop, to reduce interference
elements, such as people movement.
• Wireless Radio Technologies: This testbed aims to serve the wireless technologies stud-
ies. A set of wireless radio interfaces must be supported in order to support these
studies.
• Processing Power: Nodes must have the processing power and storage mechanisms to
run bleeding-edge software and to analyze results.
In addition, as the project was evolving, the need for management platform rose, intro-
ducing a whole set of software components to be deployed within these requirements. They
used OMF as the main tool with additional extensions and improvements.
3.2.1 Deployment
The testbed was setup an Instituto de Telecomunicac¸o˜es - Aveiro rooftop; consisting of
twenty-four nodes distributed in a 1200m2, each node being separated by eight meter from
each other. Due to the requirements listed previously, hardware was deployed as a low cost
Comercial Off-The-Shelf (CoTS) device, i.e. a low cost hardware package fitting the node
testbed needs. The nodes are protected with enclosures since they are exposed to envi-
ronmental conditions therefore needing a watertight, Ultraviolet (UV) and high temperatures
resistant protection. All node component positions were taken in consideration, to be sustain-
able under aggressive weather conditions. These include board position, enclosures material
to avoid excessive heat and water condensation. Figure 3.8 illustrates the final product.
Hardware specifications (see Table 3.1), include radio support for Wi-fi N draft stan-
dard and affordable processing power, for users to deploy more recent operating systems (e.g.
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Figure 3.8: Node Chassis
Figure 3.9: Testbed Deployment Plant
Ubuntu). New network (WiMax, 3G, LTE, etc), extensions were not planned. Nodes have
their internal storage and additional redundant storage through NFS. Custom power man-
agement is made through the router, the power of which is controlled through the Ethernet
Interface. Core servers support the testbed software infrastructure. More details can be seen
here [70] such as board map kernel modules and tools used. Validations were made in order
to assert the minimum interference achieved by the testbed. Figure 3.9 illustrates the current
testbed hardware architecture.
Table 3.1: Node hardware specifications
CPU VIA EDEN 1Ghz
RAM 1GB
Wireless Card 1 Atheros based card 802.11 a/b/g
Wireless Card 2 Atheros based card 802.11 a/b/g/n
Ethernet Card Realtek Gigabit
Local Storage 4GB Flash Device
Remote Storage 4TB Redundant NFS Storage
AMazING testbed uses OMF as its management software, with some modifications and
extensions. The CM was extended to AMazING custom power management solution. The
measurements module of OMF was also extended to support “generic” metrics provided by
IPFIX[71] while making usage of OML measurement infrastructure and OEDL capabilities
to instrument applications. The OMF deployment of AMazING differs a bit from usual, as
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illustrated in Figure 3.10. Both AM and EC are located on the same machine, and the router
is linked to the switch that interconnects all twenty four nodes.
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Figure 3.10: AMazING - OMF Software Deployment
3.2.2 Chassis Manager
AMazING custom power solution was implemented through a router, which was also
modified in order to accomplish this capability[72]. The router exports a web service that
will vary the voltage transmitted in their network interfaces. Nodes power will be then
switched off independently of their underlying operating system. This is a low-level process
that tries to replicate the functionality of the CM hardware, supported OMF. Both router
and nodes hardware were modified to accomplish this power management capability.
As explained previously, the AM provides a stub for devices without CM capabilities.
This stub comes without implementation so that testbed owners can extend it to their own
custom power management solutions. The implemented stub in this testbed will contact
the web service, to switch nodes power. A web application was created, called Relay Panel
(Figure 3.11), to monitor testbed nodes power. It displays a testbed grid, enabling node
power through the click of the nodes, making use of the router web services to control nodes
power.
3.2.3 OML IPFIX Extension
Carrying out experiments on a testbed implies that the user gathers metrics, either from
application itself, performance specific or protocol-related. The main problem when gathering
these metrics is that usually involves using different applications, because of the different
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Figure 3.11: Power Control Web Application - Relay Panel
metrics they can provide. Furthermore, post-processing of the gathered metrics is often
needed for later analysis and visualization. This introduces a lot of overhead in network
testing and can be a slow process. OML solves most of these problems, specifically the
log fragmentation and results collection. The user only needs to integrate their application
with OML, create the application definition and run the experiment. For user developed
applications, the integration is easy enough, but for third-party applications with a large
codebase, it becomes a slow process.
To solve this problem, AMazING OML was extended to provide “generic” metrics for
experimenters. In this extension, a large set of metrics is provided either metrics related to
performance, or protocol-related. Most of these metrics can also be found in the previously
referred applications, thus achieving a generic solution that can be used in any test scenario.
This work was performed as described in [73].
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Figure 3.12: AMazING - OML architecture with IPFIX support
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To support this functionality, an approach based on the IETF IPFIX standard was fol-
lowed. It requires the addition of two additional entities to OML architecture, to support this
IPFIX method. An Exporter will be reporting information of packet flows to a Collector. IP-
FIX will be the export format describing these packet flows. The Exporter is launched on the
experiment nodes, and the Collector, located at the OML Collection Server, will be handling
these flows information and merging them to the experiment results database, which will be
provided to the user, like any other OMF experiment. Being IPFIX only an export format,
metrics provision depends on the implementation of the Exporter. nProbe[74] was chosen,
having a large set of metrics available to experimenters. The nProbe is integrated like any
application to be used with OMF (i.e. the application definition), with one of its parameters
being the template containing all the metrics to be collected. The nProbe will report to an
IPFIX Collector (which is part of the OML Collection Server) and the results injected into
a separate database. Beyond the flow information, the final database will also contain the
exporter’s information, the template and experiment information. The implementation was
made through the extension of the server Client Handler that receives measurements from
nodes.
Supported
The AMazING deployment is always updated with the more recent versions of OM-
F/OML, which affects this extension code. The main drawbacks of the IPFIX extension were
inside the OML server. The generated results were always injected to the same database,
being unable to associate to the correct experiment ID. Furthermore, a Thread remains al-
ways open even if IPFIX method is not used. Currently, this extension is being validated and
asserted to be included in the main branch of the OML and supported in more recent versions
of OMF/OML, installed in the AMazING testbed. Due to the previously mentioned archi-
tecture problems and minor compatibility issues, this OML extension was not given support
in the proposed solution explained in the next section.
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Chapter 4
Proposed Extensions
The AMazING testbed is deployed with OMF providing generic measurement collection
and a unified manner to create experiments through the use of OEDL language. It also extends
the whole platform to support custom power management, and integration with IPFIX, which
provides a high variety of network metrics.
Still, testers must have a low-level access and a familiarization with the control framework
in order to get their experiments done. To early adopters, this may be considered a bottleneck
and they mistakenly carry out their experiments manually with the illusion of this being easier
than to learn the testbed tools. For users, OMF just provides a command line interface for
the experiment controller with a set of commands to control the testbed. This can be a
costly process and must be easier for users to focus more on the scenarios they want to
reproduce, instead of the underlying tools. Furthermore, this is an iterative process until an
experiment reaches a complete reproduction of the desired scenario. There is no infrastructure
to manage this; additionally, when multiple users are present, management is necessary and
collaboration needed. There is a need for simpler means in experiment creation, which is
currently non-existent.
In this section an extension to the AMazING testbed is presented. AMazING Panel is
a portal which features an intuitive way to program and schedule user experiments, while
allowing multiple users to use the testbed. The system requirements are here described, as
well as the architecture of this implementation, and the modules supporting its infrastructure.
4.1 System Requirements and Use Cases
This extension was created to serve future users and to enhance the functionality of OMF.
It urges the need to declare a more intuitive way for them to use the whole testbed, without
having knowledge of the backbone that provides the whole testbed instrumentation. The
identified requirements were:
• Easy to use: The purpose of this extension is to serve the users, so creation and man-
agement processes must simple and intuitive;
• Extensibility: The portal will be in constant interaction with the OMF framework,
although its foundations must have loose coupling in mind, in order to allow deployment
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across different machines;
• OMF Integration: As explained previously, OMF provides different services to both
experimenters and testbed operators. These services include power management, in-
ventory information and EC resources (application and experiment definitions). All
of them must be integrated with this portal, mainly for maintainability, but also to
enhance the user experience when creating experiments;
• Compatibility: OMF is a project with a proper release scheme and used in many insti-
tutions to manage their testbeds. Each new version brings new features, bug fixes and
more stability. The portal must be compatible with the most recent versions of this
framework;
• Experiment Controllability: Users must be provided with controllability of their exper-
iments, being able to create and reproduce a variety of scenarios. When created, the
user must control all his related assets in an iterative way;
• Easy experiment creation: Although OMF infrastructure provides simpler means to
create experiments it still has technical issues and some overhead, becoming difficult for
early adopters of AMazING testbed;
• Testbed usage management: Multiple users are expected to use the testbed, so a schedul-
ing mechanism must manage experiments execution;
• Isolation: Experiments must maintain a high reproducibility ratio, so external interfer-
ences can be avoided on its execution;
• Different means to modify system images: Making use of OMF capabilities to manage
a testbed implies creating and modifying system images. This is usually a slow process,
and faster and more optimized ways need to be analyzed in order to overcome this
problem;
• Same OMF foundations: The whole framework is developed using the Ruby language
and related tools. This extension will also be implemented using the same tools aiming
to contribute to network community, for future extensibility by third parties;
• Publicly available: The testbed must be available to anyone, although with some con-
trollability. Users must present their intention when using the testbed, and moderators
must exist in order to guard testbed usage;
• Structured Web Application: It is important that the web application is created in
a structured way, clearly dividing business logic, application behavior, and interface
design/layout. Aswell as it must follow web standards’ guidelines to maintain the
high compatibility among browsers while being on the edge of web technologies (e.g.
HTML5[75]);
• Web Standards: HTML 5 has been the most notable subject in the web community in
the last few years. This extension will take advantage of all these new HTML5 features
although it will not compromise application compatibility with pure state-of-the-art
features in HTML5;
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4.2 AMazING Architecture Extensions
Described in this section are the main concepts and relations behind portal’s implementa-
tion (Figure 4.1). They are important to understand the proposed solution, future modules’
usefulness, and decisions made.
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Figure 4.1: Domain Diagram
A user is assigned to workspaces, which can be either public or private. A user is an
owner of experiment definitions and system images. These two resources, aggregated, com-
prise what is called the library. The library is an abstract container to describe all user
resources. A workspace consists of a virtual space where users share their experiments and
results. Normally it is created in the scope of a project or a study. Each workspace contains
experiments, which are managed by its assigned members. An experiment is defined by an
experiment definition and system images that describes the used testbed resources. System
Images defines the disks to be imaged to nodes, to recreate their software environment. Each
experiment definition depends on deployed system image software, with repositories supply-
ing experimenters with applications for use. Testbeds provide nodes for users to execute
their experiments. Resource Maps consist on the association between these nodes and system
images, describe the software deployment of an experiment.
The extension made to the architecture (Figure 4.2) is the creation of the portal, a web
application for users to instrument the testbed. It provides access to a library, and easy
management of their experiments. This is done in a transparent way, decoupled from the rest
of the OMF components, namely the AM and EC. Users now provide experiment definitions
and system images that will be maintained and reused in this new portal. Both the portal and
AM share the same database, being able to manage AM inventory. The portal provides a per-
mission system to control the portal access in the testbed. Experiments are executed through
a scheduling mechanism in the form of a queue. It maintains the appropriate data on users,
experiments and testbeds in a repository, which is called the portal inventory. Experiments
are under version control, to increase their flexibility when defining their scenarios. Further-
more, this portal is intended to abstract the users from OMF tools, while giving the same
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control when using low-level tools. System Images contains the proper software to reproduce
a desired experiment scenario. External access (via Experiment Version Control (EVC)) is
also provided to users from them to change their system images.
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Figure 4.3: Web application internals
The web application was developed in Ruby using the Rails[76] Model-View-Controller
framework: web pages are rendered through Views; Models provide the proper abstraction
between the application and the database[77]; Controllers manages client responses, receiving
user input, to instruct models and present the views. Since OMF is implemented using Ruby
and related technologies, Rails was the best option fitting the identified system requirements.
This approach enables testbed owners to easily extend this extension for additional function-
ality. Moreover, taking advantage of the Ruby ecosystem, certain parts became easier to
implement such as the Queue and OEDL environment modules. Additional Libraries were
created to complement the lack of APIs in the OMF components: inventory management and
testbeds CM control. The System Accounts Manager (SAM) module was created to manage
EVC users, and EVC to manage experiment versions. OEDL module powers the backend for
scripts analysis/auditing with an environment that will support the Integrated Experiments
Environment (IEE), to help users to create experiments. A proxy represents the mediator
entity between EC and the web application. A queue manages experiments globally, while
this Proxy manages them individually. In the next sections each of these modules will be
explained. The web application will be described by its key features and modules supporting
it.
4.3 Data Model
Since EC and AM are sharing the same resources, the low footprint on the database was
taken into consideration. AM maintains the inventory of the testbed, while the portal only
stores information about experiments, users accounts and library. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
data model supporting the application.
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Figure 4.4: AMazING Panel Data Model
Users are associated with almost every resource. The library is an abstract concept to
describe the collection of all user resources. For now, the resources are the system images
and experiment definitions. An experiment is also denoted by one creator, and assigned
member of a workspace. Experiment definitions are the OEDL scripts, and system images
those to load into nodes. System Images have additional attributes such as Kernel Version
or Baseline, although dependent on user input. Baseline is an association that indicates from
which system image it was created. Users are able to download system images, extending
them to their own needs.
Workspaces are virtual spaces where experiments are aggregated. It can have various users
working on a workspace and users can have many workspaces, so a many-to-many relationship
was needed here. Users are also distinguished as leaders or ordinary members of a workspace.
Leaders will manage all experiments in the workspace and are able to assign or unassign new
users to workspaces.
Jobs table are related to background jobs that might persist on the web application.
These so-called jobs support long-running tasks such as email sending, image dimensioning,
etc. Its implementation was made to support any task however it is only serving experiments
execution. This approach is explained in subsection 4.9.2.
4.4 Permissions System
A permission system was created to control overall actions, although due to the purpose
and number of actions available in the web application, a dynamic permission system was not
necessary. Permissions are defined programmatically and are divided in different roles that
are assigned by an admnistrator. Each user has an attribute called roles mask, representing
the roles assigned. Each bit of this attribute corresponds to a role. The number of bits of
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this mask will be the number of the existent roles. It is possible to assign more than one role
to a user, and the ones available are:
• Experimenter: When users are activated, this is the role assigned by default. One
experimenter can manage their workspaces, library, experiments, check testbed status
and see which experiments are in queue. Optionally experimenters have a sub role,
”Workspace Manager”, allowing them to assign/unassign new members to a workspace
and manage all their experiments. This sub role is assigned by default when the user
creates a workspace, or another manager can later assign it manually.
• Testbed Maintainer: This role is more of an internal one, for those with physical
access to testbed nodes. Their responsibility is to notify the nodes that are under
maintenance, for experimenters to know which nodes are safe to use.
• Administrator: He has access to everything, although navigation is carried out as
if it was an experimenter. They are able to manage user accounts, permissions, and
activations.
4.5 Repositories Management and Auditing
The AM, EC and Portal share the same hardware resources, meaning that OMF system
images and scripts are in the same file-system. In an OMF testbed, when a user executes the
load command of the experiment controller, the image filename must exist on the AM system
images directory. The AM will only upload images from that location, being the testbed
owners able to retain control of the software deployed on nodes.
The EC also has an additional repository, dedicated for experiments. This repository will
store prototypes, application definitions and OEDL “libraries”. These “libraries” are system
OEDL scripts, normally executed before the user script (e.g. image node, event initialization).
For better resource management, the portal will manage both of these repositories and
two additional ones provided by the portal application. These are the portal inventory and
experiment version control repositories. When adding a system image to the library, it will
link this system image between the user library and the AM. For OEDL scripts, it will browse
into EC repository for available OMF and user applications. Each user has a home in this EC
repository. When the experimenter declares a new application to use, the portal will store
their generated application definition in his repository home.
4.6 Portal Inventory
The Portal Inventory maintains all user libraries and testbed information. This inventory
will maintain all user system images and experiment definitions (i.e. the user library), experi-
ment files and testbed configuration files (see Figure 4.5). Each time an experiment is created
a folder dedicated to that experiment is created in the portal inventory. The folder contains
experiment log files and database results, organized by the run number of the experiment. For
users, a home is provided for system images and experiment definitions storage. These system
images will be linked to AM repository, hosting the system images as explained previously.
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Figure 4.5: Portal Inventory Structure
Besides user resources and experiment information, this inventory stores the configuration
files of AM inventory testbeds. As explained previously, the AM inventory stores information
on available testbeds, testbed nodes and locations. In the portal inventory, this information
is used to display nodes information. Normally a testbed can be displayed with a map with
node locations. These configuration files contain nodes position based on an image, which
represents the testbed map. If no testbed configuration is provided, a table of nodes is
rendered instead. Apart from the testbed representation, the nodes that are disabled by the
testbed maintainer will be also stored.
4.7 Testbed Management
As explained previously, AM provides a set of web services that allows an EC to control,
boot and manage nodes. It was also seen that the AM provides nodes’ power management
either by hardware or through a custom solution which we refer as the CM stub. AMazING
testbed had implemented this stub, where power is managed through a router, accessible via
a web GUI called the Relay Panel, as explained in subsection 3.2.2.
Portal has integrated the Relay Panel, as shown in the Figure 4.6. It was refactored with
additional features and extensions. Now it also shows hardware and network information
about the node (Control IP, MAC Address, CPU, and Motherboard Information) fetched di-
rectly from the AM inventory. Colors represent different states of nodes: On, Off, No Access
and Maintain. All roles can see both node state and information. Testbed Maintainers and
Administrators can disable nodes, which normally happens in case of failure. As explained
previously, Portal inventory powers the testbed visualization where nodes are positioned ac-
cording to an image map. Extensibility is gained through this kind of approach, enabling
other testbed deployments to choose their own visualization.
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Figure 4.6: Refactored Relay Panel with maintain action to disable action and also node
infromation displayed
4.8 Queue
OMF is only prepared to manage one testbed. The AM will provide resources, where
the user is allowed to use. Concurrent experiments are supported by OMF, as long as the
used resources are disjointed. When multiple users are using the testbed, there is no way to
manage its use. Supporting the Portal a First In First Out (FIFO) queue was developed,
to allow one experiment to be run at a time. Despite beforehand verifications that can be
made to allow concurrent experiments, this approach is preferred to avoid any interference
that could introduce error in experiment results.
A job scheduler was used to enable this FIFO queue behavior, following the Worker Design
Pattern. The scheduler will spawn a preset number of workers which periodically polls the
database for jobs to run. The Job table illustrated in Figure 4.7 maintains the information
that workers will need to execute experiments. Once the user queues an experiment, a row will
be added to this table. Here is described when to run the experiment, and more importantly
the handler class that the worker will dispatch the job. This handler class is responsible for
the experiment execution. There the experiment will be prepared and executed using a Proxy
to communicate with the OMF testbed. The Proxy will be explained in subsection 4.9.2.
4.9 Modules
A set of developed modules supports Portal functionality. Aside from the Business Logic,
and Client implementation, these modules are the most important parts of the Portal, de-
signed to fulfill the identified system requirements. These modules include:
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• Account management for integration between Portal and File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
accounts;
• Versioning control of experiments, integrated with the Portal;
• The proxy module, which is in charge of the interaction with EC.
• An Integrated Experiments Environment, similar to IDE functionality but for the ex-
periments definition creation.
4.9.1 System Accounts Manager
System Images and Experiment Definitions are the key parts of the experiments creation.
After successive runs of the same experiment, different versions of the application may emerge
due to bug fixes or operating system deployment. This implies that the system image must
be constantly updated in order to support the desired scenarios for an experiment.
Besides the HTTP upload available to update the system image, access to user library is
also provided through more adequate methods. FTP access is provided for users to change
their system images, without having a system account in the host machine. Instead of having
a system account on the host machine, the FTP server will manage access through virtual
users (Figure 4.8). This way users will get only access to the FTP service.
The chosen FTP server was pureFTPd[78]. Many features come with this server such
as MySQL authentication or the previously explained virtual users. These are managed
as normal UNIX accounts, although with additional options such as quota management,
bandwidth available and download/upload ratios. Virtual users’ management is made through
UNIX like system accounts, although limited to FTP with special features. Example 2 shows
which options are available for the configuration of these accounts.
FTP access is directly controlled from portal account users. The SAM module is the
bridge between Portal and FTP service. When the user registers on the portal, an inactive
FTP account is created. Once an administrator validates the user, his FTP account will be
further activated.
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Example 2 pureFTPd User Accounts
<username>:<password>:<uid>:<gid>:<gecos>:<home d i r e c to ry >:<upload
bandwidth>:<download bandwidth>:<upload ra t i o >:<download ra t i o
>:<max number o f connect ions >:< f i l e s quota>:< s i z e quota>:<
author i zed l o c a l IPs>:< r e f u s ed l o c a l IPs>:<author i zed c l i e n t IPs
>:< r e f u s ed c l i e n t IPs>:<time r e s t r i c t i o n s >
4.9.2 Proxy
One of the concerns related to the Portal development is to have all components explicitly
decoupled, to promote the modularity of the web application. Modules involve different parts
of the web application, including accounting just explained in the previous section. More
importantly, OMF interaction must be well isolated, for the Portal implementation to be
decoupled from the testbed operations. The Proxy role here is to mediate the interaction
between the application and the testbed.
Proxy abstracts the web application from the testbed in two manners: experiment exe-
cution and preparation. Both of them describe a behavior that the testbed will “expose” in
the experiments execution. OMF does not provide an API for developers to programmati-
cally use the testbed, instead users have the EC CLI. Users without the portal must issue a
“load” command in the terminal for each image they want to load into nodes, followed by an
“exec” to execute the experiment. The proxy role here is to make this process transparent
to the web application. The assets (system images, nodes, experiment definition) will be
passed down to this proxy, being its responsibility to communicate with the AM/EC/RC or
by other means if needed. The Proxy API exports “prepare”, “start”, and “run” routines for
the web application to use. Behind these routines, state machines describe the preparation,
and execution(s) behavior of the experiments. These state machines consist of a sequence
of actions that must be implemented by the inherited proxy. An AbstractProxy bundles the
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implementation of the behaviors, but with an empty implementation of his contained actions.
The ones that extend this AbstractProxy must tackle on these actions for experiments to be
executed. Since Portal, AM and EC reside on the same machine, a LocalProxy is provided,
where the implementation will execute the CLI commands.
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Figure 4.9: Proxy Usage Example
This approach has many advantages for the extensibility and modularity of the web ap-
plication. OMF Interaction is clearly divided from the business logic of the web application.
The Proxy will take care of the whole testbed interaction, while the testbed owner is free to
use any means to communicate with the testbed. For instance, one could develop an HTTP
Proxy that could communicate with a multiple remote OMF-enabled testbeds, as illustrated
in Figure 4.9). The alteration of this proxy would make no changes in the Web Application
logic.
The behaviors the base Proxy exposes are for preparation, initiation, and single and
multiple runs (hereby referred to as batch run). While an experiment is being executed,
it also maintains an overall state, which continuously advances from its preparation to its
conclusion. All of them change the experiment state, according to the invocation of the
actions. Run is a composition of the preparation and initiation. The batch run consists on
multiple invocations of the run routine. These behaviors are state machines (Figure 4.10 and
4.11), with the following sequence of actions:
1. Generates OMF experiment ID, using number of runs and portal experiment ID
2. Remove unneeded files (e.g. logs).
3. The experiment starts preparing, resources loading takes place. A resource map is
needed for this action to take place. As explained previously, the resource map contains
associations between system images and nodes. This action will load each system image
to a set of nodes.
4. This action is implemented by the AbstractProxy, referring to internal states of exper-
iment based on the OMF log files. If successful, the experiment is now prepared.
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Figure 4.10: Proxy Preparation State Machine
5. Generates OMF experiment ID, using number of runs and portal experiment ID.
6. Generates the author’s file. It contains the run number, experiment version and author.
7. Experiment starts. The OEDL script is chosen by its version and using the previous
generated ID.
8. Results are fetched from testbed.
9. Run is saved with results and experiment log files.
10. Author’s file is removed, since experiment finished.
11. Internal OMF state checked and if successful, results are copied to the portal inventory
folder. Upon its completion, the same experiment remains prepared to be executed
afterwards, if the user desires.
Single and batch run are a merge of preparation and execution behaviors. Preparation is
done only if needed and successive runs are made afterwards.
4.9.3 Experiment Version Control
One of the benefits of an OMF-enabled testbed is the repeatability that a user gets when
describing his experiment workflow. With the Portal, an experiment can easily be re-run,
bringing the automation of creating it once and executing as many times as the user wants.
The user faces some overhead in their experiment creation. Some of the issues include
software management, multiple experiment scenarios and eventually node physical failures.
Users of the platform may also experience difficulties when creating scripts, due to the OEDL
learning curve or successive scenario changes. The experiment is mostly defined through a
script and a set of disk images to be deployed on nodes. As explained previously, the OEDL
script holds the description of resources, network configurations, and application initiation.
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Figure 4.11: Proxy Execution State Machine
Since the script is made through a programming language, its correct execution depends on
both syntactical and semantic validation. In addition, the experiment script creation can
take various iterations of a desired scenario until it gets to the final version. Furthermore, the
change of the resources map, also inflicts script changes. The Workspace is used to organize
experiments within a workgroup, as explained before. The context of these workspaces is often
related to a project, a scientific paper, application test, etc. For different contexts, users may
separate different scenarios in one experiment, by simply changing application parameters,
choosing different resources to use, among other possibilities.
All these reasons urge the need of a Version Control System (VCS) to support experiments.
It greatly increases the productivity of the user, providing a much better management of
their experiments. The whole environment supporting experiments enables capabilities such
as the fallback to a more correct scenario of an experiment; easily switch the scenario for
better results; much better organization instead of flooding workspaces with “same purpose”
experiments. There are several options in the versioning control systems. All of them pose
different approaches, some centralized[79] and others distributed[80], although they share a
high-level complexity in terms of versioning control. Such larger infrastructure is not suited
for Portal requirements.
A custom VCS, called the EVC, was developed. Its main requirements include: basic
versioning control (branches, commits), manage results by keeping track of them per run and
easy access to all repository information either metadata or the assets (scripts, logs, results).
The Architecture follows the object model illustrated in Figure 4.12. Each experiment is a
repository with one or more branches. Each branch will contain a set of experiment assets
that are under version control: the script and resource map. Additionally, a folder contains
a set of runs, each one containing log files and database results. Branch information includes
commit logs and the number of successful/failed runs. All this information is stored using
YAML files. Security was not a concern since access to the testbed host is not provided
externally. Storage optimization was not a priority so each branch will maintain a snapshot
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Figure 4.12: EVC Object Model
of all the assets when a new revision is made.
4.9.4 Integrated Experiments Environment
As explained previously, in scripts lie all the experiment’s workflow and logic. Here
are located application initiation, resource configuration, nodes to use, topologies to use,
applications deployed in nodes, etc. General programming skills are required, but with less
effort in learning Ruby itself.
The main advantage of using OMF is the automation gained when creating and executing
experiments. Users do not need to manually deploy and run software being able to automate to
whole process, from the configuration of the experiment until the obtained results. Although
creating experiments requires much knowledge of the tools underneath the testbed. The user
must understand the OMF entities role (AM, RC, EC), as well as the orchestration process
it involves before creating the experiment (creating/loading images, script creation, nodes
initialization). Although OEDL was made to facilitate users, the learning curve to create
the script can slow the whole process, not encouraging new users to adopt the platform and
use it. Usually when it comes to big projects or big software packages, establishing scenarios
and creating experiments may need a more hierarchical, organized infrastructure, therefore
needing collaboration tools, experiment description enforcement, and ease of user adoption.
Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) are well known among the computer sci-
ence community for being an important tool that simplifies these tasks, and also motivate
the developer to be organized. To solve the problems stated previously, a similar approach to
these IDEs was followed. Users can create their experiment definition, through a GUI called
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IEE. The user can always see or edit the script that is generated, to help OEDL learning.
Furthermore, by having this kind of environment the user, can better understand what capa-
bilities are available for an experiment, instead of having to read the OEDL reference. Script
creation difficulty decreases, suggesting users to think more about the scenarios they want
to represent, in their experiment. Its purpose is only to help users in the creation of their
experiment definitions.
Portal Server
IEE
EC Repository
Engine
UI Events
Repository Managment
Code Generator
load repository information
get code
create application 
definitions, experiment 
description
Figure 4.14: IEE Components
The IEE GUI is based on the testbed visualization (Figure 3.11 and 4.6). The proposed
layout is displayed in Figure 4.13. On the left sidebar, available options are presented, by
selecting nodes with the same color. It is the same approach as the resource map definition;
to better identify the nodes being managed. The tables present both applications and groups
defined on the script. As mentioned previously, the user can always see the script code, by
selecting “Source” tab. A timeline on top presents the execution time flow. There, a user can
execute commands or start their applications. Clicking on a group tables, the user is able to
select a timestamp and give a command as input. The same goes for applications, in which
the input is the duration to execute all applications on the group. By selecting an arbitrary
set of nodes, the user is able to define their network properties and applications.
IEE design principles are similar to Rich Internet Applications[81]: the client manages
the entire content and user interface, using the server only for Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
calls, to manage data. The main advantage of this approach is the low server usage. The
architecture of this solution is divided into two parts: the presentation layer and script logic.
The view is responsible for the general styling, event handling for the user input and timeline
generation. Supporting the view layer script generation, repository auditing and user appli-
cation management is enabled through web services, exchanging data using the JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) data format. The IEE fetches the OEDL applications reference,
containing all repository information, specifically the applications, provided by OMF or the
user. When a user adds an application, all information about its properties comes from this
reference. It also maintains information according to user actions: defined groups, applica-
tions, network properties and application properties. JSON data is generated with all this
information, using web services to fetch the experiment definition code.
The IEE View layer is divided in two different components:
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Figure 4.13: Proposed IEE Layout Wireframe
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• The Engine responsible for handling all data related methods. It keeps the state of the
environment maintaining information about groups, timeline events, resource properties,
and applications
• The UI component is responsible for the input handling sending the appropriate data
that the engine will maintain during the experiment creation. This component is divided
between content generators, helpers and templates used to generate the proper HTML.
Supporting the IEE web services, an environment that defines portal’s OEDL implemen-
tation was created to audit scripts, scanning EC repositories and user experiment definitions.
The experiment definition will be generated according to user actions in the IEE GUI. The
code generator will be responsible for taking the data from the IEE Engine, and delivers
the source code for the script and application definitions. In the next sections both of these
supporting modules will be explained: the OEDL environment and the code generator.
4.9.5 OEDL Environment Wrapper
As explained previously, OEDL is a DSL in Ruby. It is composed by a set of routines, and
properties that are able to control experiment flow and resources. In EC resides the imple-
mentation of OEDL, whereas contact between RC’s is made when the appropriate methods
are invoked. Following a Facade design pattern, the language is a simpler and unified interface
abstracting a higher complexity, which is the management of the testbed. Its foundations lie
on an environment that is bound in execution when the script is loaded. This is possible due
to the introspection properties of dynamic languages such as JavaScript, Ruby or Python. A
context is bound to an evaluation of a script. This context consists on a scope that is given
to the script, to access local variables, classes and global methods of OEDL.
One of the main drawbacks of OMF OEDL implementation is the lack of means to access
experiment definitions information. Using their implementation, information such as the
groups defined, properties of the experiment, applications deployed cannot be accessed. It is
important that we know which data is described in experiment definitions and application
definitions to be displayed or later used in portal. Moreover, their implementation of OEDL
resides on Singleton objects to store all the experiment information. Experiments executed
from the EC CLI are bound to an instance, so multiple invocations in this same instance
could corrupt the information contained inside those singleton objects.
Figure 4.15 shows which objects are created when the execution of experiments takes place.
From the command line an OEDL script called ed.rb is executed. The NH, Communicator
and Experiment are the singleton objects existent during execution. NH is the entry point
when using OMF CLI. From this point, it will initiate the Communicator and trigger the load
of the Experiment script. Communicator role is to abstract XMPP communications between
EC and RCs. Experiment is the object that holds the script information. All experiments
must load first two special scripts: stdlib, which will reset all nodes and wait from their
response to start the experiment, and the events script to define default events that will be
triggered when the user script is executed. When ed.rb is loaded, communication between
RCs takes place, to configure network, applications and to define interaction between the
applications. Information contained in the script is neither stored nor does an API exist
to control these procedures. As the OEDL routines are invoked the EC will communicate
to the RC’. In the portal only script information must be accessed excluding the whole
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Figure 4.15: EC execution flow
communication, becoming impossible to reuse of this OEDL implementation.
Portal will be dealing with dozens of experiments definitions while managing EC repos-
itory and user experiments. For this purpose a custom OEDL implementation was required
in order to fetch script information. For instance, when a defining the ip of a group (see
section 3.1.3) the EC sends a configuration commands to the nodes RCs. In this implemen-
tation, no interaction between RCs is made, storing only the IP information for later use.
This implementation allows the monitor of experiments while supporting the visualization of
script information when using IEE (application properties, network properties). Moreover,
when the user is creating an experiment, only the used nodes are displayed. Thanks to this
OEDL environment, it brings this kind of introspection properties that the portal requires to
access experiment definitions.
4.9.6 OEDL Generator
The OEDL language is easy to learn due to their structure and Ruby Language syntactic
properties. Groups and application properties are defined in blocks, which helps users to visu-
ally understand what information is inside experiment definitions. Thanks to this structure,
the experiment configuration is almost reduced to simple attributions inside these blocks. The
OEDL Generator will generate code by receiving data in JSON format, as illustrated in 4.16.
In the initialization of the IEE, a reference will be fetched from the server. This reference
contains information about the applications definitions stored in the EC repository. Users
will use this data to configure applications and properties on groups. Timeline will contain
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execution semantics with start and stop timestamps related to commands or applications
to initiate. All this information plus experiment properties is sent to the server, where the
experiment definition code will be returned and displayed in the IEE.
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Figure 4.16: Data exchanged in IEE to generate code
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Chapter 5
AMazING Panel
Until now, different approaches in terms of network testing were studied as well as existent
testbed management infrastructures. Simulations provide great repeatability of experiments
and controllability of environment, but with less reliability of results. Testbeds provide a way
of overcoming that problem, but at the cost of testbed deployment, and its administration
and configurability for users and testbed operators. Emulation provides the middle ground
between simulation and testbeds. Currently, little choice of testbed management exists in the
network community, where available tools are state-of-the-art. OMF from NICTA workgroup
is one example, and is used in the AMazING testbed, deployed at the Instituto of Telecomu-
nicac¸o˜es. However, testbed management systems are almost non-existent in experimentation
community, with the exception of DES-Testbed, though it lacks important features present
in the OMF framework (e.g. imaging features).
As explained in the previous section, an extension to OMF was proposed and developed,
called AMaZING Panel. This extension helps users to work with OMF tools, while enhancing
experiment repeatability. It consists of a web application, deployed in the AMazING testbed,
destined for OMF-enabled testbeds, featuring an organized method for users to make their
experiments, with version control, project management, fast deployment of their software,
and an integrated environment for easier experiment creation/management.
In this section, it will be shown how this implementation can greatly improve user’s
experiences in the experiment creation process, as well as execution and post-analysis, without
requiring much knowledge of the underlying tools. The topics are:
• The complete workflow to follow when using this platform
• Different experiment scenarios
• A web application performance revision
5.1 Workflow
For a user to start using this platform, a workflow is implied in order to create experiments
in AMazING Panel. The OMF workflow (see section 3.1) was extended, to one that adapts
better to user needs. A typical user has an experimenter role. As it was explained, this type
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of user can manage its own workspaces, library and experiments. Before he creates an exper-
iment, a user will need to upload certain assets, namely the system image(s) and experiment
definition. This is all that is needed in order to create his experiment. The uploaded system
image must be from the baseline that is provided, due to software dependencies persisting on
each testbed node. This baseline image contains all the software components needed to in-
teract with an OMF-enabled testbed (OML libraries, OML base applications, OMF resource
controller), plus user software under test (additional kernel modules, third-party applications,
software packages, etc.). Previously it was shown that an experiment definition contains all
logic conducting the experiment. This includes application definitions, topologies, network
properties, command line commands, etc. The Portal eases the task of experiment definition
and creation, through the previous described IEE, helping in the resource and application
configuration processes.
First, a user must sign up and wait for account activation (administrative process). The
user must declare his intention and institution, in order to get access to the testbed. Once
their account is activated, the user must create his workspace to create experiments (see
Figure 5.1), either private or public. Normally, this workspace is related to the scope of the
experiments, typically a project. Once created, the user automatically becomes the manager
of the workspace. A manager is a sub-role of an experimenter, and is able to add or remove
users from his workspace. It also has complete control of its contained experiments.
Figure 5.1: A Project Home
As explained previously, a user has a library in which all experiment definitions (Fig-
ure 5.3) and system images (Figure 5.2) are collected. All the contents are public, and can
therefore be used in any experiment. Although available to anyone, only the owner of the
resources can change them. An experiment definition and system image(s) are needed to
create an experiment.
For system images, the user must supply additional information about the image, such
as Operating System or Kernel Version and indicate their baseline image. For experiment
definitions, an OEDL script can be provided, or the user can use the IEE. The use of IEE
is strongly advised since it simplifies most of the tasks on the experiment script creation,
but this will be described in detail later. Both of these library resources must provide a
description that briefly explains its contents.
Once the resources are uploaded, the experiment creation takes place. On the experiment
form, an experiment definition and the system images are chosen. In this step, the user will
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Figure 5.2: The System Images Library
Figure 5.3: The Experiment Definitions Library
associate system images to nodes, creating what is called a resource map. The experiment
definition and the resources map are separated because they are two separate processes in
experiment execution.
To create an experiment it was only needed the experiment definition, system images, and
the association with testbed nodes. Once we create it, we get access into an environment to
manage the experiment. Editing the experiment definition and changing resource mapping
at any time are some of the possible actions. The user will queue a number of runs of the
experiment, and must wait until their conclusion. Once the experiment finishes the user is
notified by email.
Figure 5.4: An Experiment managment screen
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As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the main layout is organized through tabs. Each tab has
different purposes. The user can observe the current status of the experiment, being able
to see the load progress of images. The revisions tab allows a user to switch to another
commit. Its purpose is to keep track of all commits in a branch, showing different versions of
the experiment assets. The user can always change their experiment definition and resources
map. Normally resources map are changed when adding more nodes to an experiment. Both
experiment definition and resource map must be in conformity. The results tab is where
users can create graphics with their results comparing them between different results or the
user can, download the results for use in another application, such as Matlab. The last tab,
displays experiment log information.
This environment motivates the user to create their experiments, and refactor them as
needed, while keeping a complete track of changes and different scenarios. In the next sections
different experiment scenarios will be showed. In these scenarios, more focus is given to the
experiment script to show the IEE, and repeatability achieved when using version control as
well as the portal capabilities to manage experiments. In the first scenario, iperf[82] will
be used to obtain metrics related to the network performance. The last experiment shows a
more elaborated experiment, describing the procedures to make when testing user-developed
applications.
5.2 Experiment - Network Performance
In this scenario, we will take advantage of IEE to create the experiment using one of
the OML applications provided by the OMF framework. Tough, the experiment is very
simple its purpose is to demonstrate basic workflow and portal capabilities. It consists of an
experiment with two nodes: a sender and a receiver. The iperf, which are integrated with
OML, will generate important metrics, such as Bandwidth, Jitter, Packet Loss, and Transfer
Rate. These metrics are important to measure network performance.
Normally iperf is used with other modules or third-party applications, for example a rout-
ing module, where the experimenter wants to measure TCP/UDP bandwidth performance.
In this scenario, UDP traffic will be generated from a client to a server. Only two nodes are
used, and both in adhoc mode.
5.2.1 Resource Configuration
The experiment requires two nodes, configured in the same wireless network. OEDL
organizes resources per groups, although when using IEE this is transparent for the user.
You select nodes and configure its network properties, depending on the network interface.
As illustrated in Figure 5.5, network properties are set by clicking on the testbed nodes
and writing the desired properties. Only those which are filled are the ones used. Once
again, nodes are colored to indicate different groups. A group for the client and another
for the server are automatically created by individually configuring each node. Groups are
automatically created whether the user configure applications or network properties in nodes.
Tables on top of the testbed map, show the existent groups and applications, displaying their
color/node assignment. The left side of the testbed map shows a toolbox where it is displayed
the available options for the selection of groups and nodes. Selecting nodes from different
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Figure 5.5: Node 1 configuration
groups will not display any options in the toolbox.
5.2.2 Application Configuration
Application definitions bundled with OMF are all scanned from the repositories, and
displayed to the user as illustrated in Figure 5.6. Due to the created OEDL environment the
portal is able to display all this information. The descriptions of the properties are displayed
for easy understanding of how to use the application. Examples are the udp, port properties
configured for one of the nodes in the the experiment.
Figure 5.6: IPerf server configuration on node 2
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Figure 5.7: Experiment preferences
5.2.3 Application Initialization
Once applications are configured in the nodes, we need to trigger their initiation and
decide which flow will have the experiment. Two options are available: either an overall
duration of the experiment is specified (two minutes by default), or the user decides which
group starts their applications. For this experiment, an overall duration is used. By clicking
on the “Preferences” button, overall duration is changed, and optionally the user can choose
if nodes are to be configured automatically (Figure 5.7).
Thanks to the OEDL DSL structure, an experiment definition is divided in blocks, which
can be easily identified through the previously inserted input. For early adopters of this
platform, observing the structure of the generated code and user input, can lead to a better
understanding of what is inside of an experiment definition. This way the user can better
learn the structure of an OEDL script, and easily adapt to its syntax.
5.2.4 Revision Control
Some applications have time constraints, which are not dependent on the experiment
overall duration. Both client and server were configured to live for thirty seconds. According
to our experiment, this is not correct, since experiment duration is much higher (120 seconds),
than the applications’ “internal” lifetime. Application configuration is as generic as possible,
so the user must have knowledge of the tools running in nodes in order to configure them
appropriately. Resource map and experiment definition can both be changed at any time or
the user can branch from a certain revision. Experiment time is adjusted to iperf application
duration.
5.2.5 Results
The experiment is created (Figure 5.8), in a workspace, called “AMazING”, proceeding to
the resource map creation. As stated previously, system images are assigned to the experiment
nodes. Once the user selects his experiment definition, it will be sent to the server to recognize
which nodes are needed for the experiment. A client in node one and the server in node two
is what was envisioned for this experiment. The used image is one of the baseline provided
by the portal.
Next, an experiment run is queued, issuing either a single or multiple runs (previously
referred to as batch run). An email is received once the experiment finishes, and we can either
download the results or visualize the data using the provided graphics interface. The portal
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Figure 5.8: Create the experiment, by selecting the experiment definition and resources
provides users with means to generate graphics based on the measurement data. It does not
provide a complete environment such as MATLAB, but allows basic graphics to be drawn,
being able to make quick comparisons with the obtained measurements (Figure 5.9).
Figure 5.9: Jitter comparison between two runs
iperf provides many measurements, for both TCP and UDP traffic analysis. This ex-
periment uses UDP traffic. Using the graphics generation interface the user can observe both
bandwidth and jitter values (Figure 5.9 and 5.10). As explained before, experiment measure-
ment data comes in a SQLite database. Therefore, in this interface we choose the tables and
fields to display, and a simple condition to filter results. The database also provides meta-
data related to groups and experiment properties. In the example, a filter is applied in the
oml_sender_id property, which is a column in the metadata table that defines an id for each
group of the experiment definition. This property indicates which group is generating the
measurements. The Figure 5.10 shows graphics related to the node two, the receiver group.
The measured bandwidth value is close to the inserted one, which was 3187.5 kBytes/sec.
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Figure 5.10: Bandwidth values comparison
More metrics are captured by the iperf application: Packet Loss Rate, Packets Loss, and
Total Packets. The user can download the results, accessing all the measurement information
for use in other applications such as MATLAB or SQLite Database Browser.
5.3 Experiment - Connectivity Monitor
In the previous scenario it was explained the basic use of the portal. It is important for
a user to know the workflow behind experiment execution to understand how it better fits in
a desired scenario. OEDL’s biggest advantage is the automation and configurability gained
through his language. Combined with the UI, this enables users to create experiments more
easily, and to learn about their possibilities on an OMF enabled-testbed, by observing the
experiment scripts. Furthermore, a multi-user experience is pervasive, sharing experiment
results, software and experiments.
In this scenario, a more advanced experiment is explained. A wireless connectivity monitor
is reproduced, which will measure link status between two nodes. It will capture the Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) values and nearby Wide Area Network (WAN) information
(channel, MAC address, ESSID, etc). In this scenario, a sender, a receiver, and the iwlist
are the applications used. The bundled OMF traffic generator and receiver are here used.
5.3.1 Application Creation
The same procedures are repeated as in the previous experiment: network configuration
and applications configuration. The difference list in the selection of the application which
will be OMF Traffic Generator (OTG) and OMF Traffic Receiver (OTR). OTG is deployed
on node 1 and OTR in node2.
Groups are automatically created for each configured application. For wireless link con-
nectivity iwlist is used, as supplied by the atheros wireless driver. It display statistics about
the wireless interfaces, such as the RSSI, the channel being used and ESSID of the configured
network. Integration of wlanconfig is installed by default in the baseline system image,
useful when madwifi driver is used. The main benefits of this OML integration are in the
ability to collect custom application metrics. Metrics will be collected in a database related
to an experiment run, avoiding the usual log flooding when making tests manually. Moreover,
this integration allows a user to easily control application lifetime and reuse it with another
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experiment.
As explained in section 3.1.7, a wrapper must be created in order to integrate OML
within our applications. Two options are available: a native one (if your application is
written in C/C++) or a binary wrapper. A native wrapper provides raw access to the whole
application being able to inject metrics more easily. A binary wrapper injects measurements
according to the application generated data: output text, log files. When developing third-
party application wrappers, depending on its size, a binary wrapper may be preferable due to
the lack of knowledge on the internal application logic. Yet the native provides access to more
application data compared to the binary due to their dependency on the binary generated
data.
Figure 5.11: Application Information
For the iwlist, a binary wrapper was developed. The creation of this wrapper implies
that the user will get more familiar with OML libraries and the way to instrument an appli-
cation with OEDL. A wrapper must come with an application definition that is responsible
for the nodes’ interaction during the experiment. The portal simplifies this task by gener-
ating the application definition for users, although with some limitations: the metrics must
be added manually on the experiment script, and the developed application binary/wrapper
must be included in the deployed system images. FTP access to system images is provided
for users to maintain their application binaries up to date.
To use an application, users must first select the nodes where it will be deployed, followed
by a push in ”“New Application” . Displaying two forms, information about the applica-
tion and options available must be filled. The information form (see Figure 5.11), includes
version, name description, application path in the target node, etc. Application Properties
(see Figure 5.12), corresponds to their command-line options, where a type and name must
be indicated. Optionally, if the value field is checked and filled, the application is added to
the nodes. The iwlist application will have two options: interface to listen and the interval
between measurement injections. This application definition will be used in the experiment
definition, being later translated by the EC to a CLI command to be executed on groups.
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Figure 5.12: Application Properties
5.3.2 Timeline
Until now, the applications and nodes required for this experiment were configured (Fig-
ure 5.13). An event is triggered once applications and nodes are installed and ready to start.
Experiment run logic will be enclosed within this event callback: the user is responsible for
notifying the experiment’s end; time semantics are given by wait system calls. Due to this
kind of operation, a definition of timeline is better fitted to user action definition. Before the
sapplications starts, users may want to load kernel modules or initiate a daemon supporting
a network protocol, and later to trigger applications possibly with a specific synchronization.
Figure 5.13: Groups and applications configured
Figure 5.14: The long bars represent group applications and dots represent commands.
The timeline is the IEE UI element that allows users to choose when to initiate their
applications and/or execute commands. Users choose the items from tables and choose a
timestamp on the time scale to issue an action: if a group is selected a shell command is re-
quired; for applications selection, its execution duration is required. Figure 5.14 illustrates the
timeline for this scenario. Two commands are executed on the nodes, before the applications
start. echo UNIX command was used to exemplify this functionality. Dots represent these
commands, and long bars represent applications duration during experiment execution. The
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receiver node group will be the first to start its applications and the sender group will start
after two seconds. The portal will generate the corresponding source code for this experiment
flow, both for the creation of the application and the execution flow for the experiment.
5.3.3 Results
The iwlist application will captures RSSI (both parameter and in dbm), essid, MAC
address and channel values for wireless monitoring. In the first run, node 1 sends traffic to
node 2 and both will measure connectivity. The second run has the exact same flow but
without traffic generation/sink enabled. We can observe experiment results in Figure 5.15
and 5.16. Optionally, the user can download the results for later use.
Figure 5.15: RSSI between two runs
Figure 5.16: Power level (dbm)
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5.4 Web Application Performance
The created web application conforms to typical standards, specifically HTML5. Its
foundation lies upon the Rails web framework, which has various mechanisms to optimize
page responsiveness:
• SQL Queries Caching: The main bottleneck in web applications is the Input/Output.
The more requests are made to the web server, the more requests it has to handle,
slowing each incoming request when the server is busy. From the server side, before
the user gets the page, he must first query the database. This is a blocking operation,
which introduces greater overhead. To solve this, Rails caches database operations from
queries made to the database server.
• Cached Classes: Ruby is known for being a heavy language. Among the three different
environments (test, development and production), rails will load up rails and application
classes. In production mode, the rails environment caches all the classes’ developed
(controllers, models and libraries). This results in rails being less memory-hungry, and
improves page responsiveness.
• Client-side Caching: Rails generates pages through their views. Taking advantage
of browser cache capabilities, special headers are embedded in its views that tell the
browser to cache page resources. Resources include images, JavaScript libraries, style
sheets and the page content. Pages contain the max-age HTTP header to indicate the
maximum time for which it will store a certain resource in the browser cache. Once
that time passes, the resource is fetched again. Entity Tags (ETags)” is more related to
data, where a set of data generates a unique hash, that becomes invalid once the data
changes. This is more useful when a proxy mediates the resources between the server
and multiple clients, referred to as reverse proxy cache.
Table 5.1: YSlow results for every page
<model>#<action> score
workspaces#show 82 – B
workspaces#new 87 – B
workspaces#index 81 – B
workspaces#assign 83 - B
workspaces#users 82 - B
eds#show 79 – C
eds#new 75 – C
eds#index 83 – B
sysimages#show 83 - B
sysimages#index 82 – B
sysimages#new 85 – B
testbeds#show 84 – B
testbeds#index 87 – B
experiment#new 85 - B
experiment#show 75 - C
experiment#queue 87 - B
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YSlow is a tool analyzes web pages based on a set of rules[83] for high performance web-
sites. It comes in the form of a browser extension, and is very useful for testing performance
of a web application (client side only). These tests were made for all displayable actions.
Overall results were good, getting grade B in almost every action. The fact that some served
files lacked ETags or Expire Headers to allow browser cache, and the non-existence of a Con-
tent Delivery Network to serve only static files, are the only issues with the web application
performance. Furthermore, those actions displaying the text editor received lower grades due
to its engine. This evaluation was important to evaluate web application construction, and
to detect its flaws for future optimization.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In the scope of this thesis, there were many items of research: to study existent testbed
management platforms, to study their different usages and methodologies, and to identify the
main requirements to serve better network testing needs, and scientific studies.
A platform was created to support this work allowing an experimenter to define network
scenarios that are encapsulated in different network areas. The design of an experiment in-
volves many steps and passes through an iterative process until a scenario is successfully
described. With OMF deployed on AMazING testbed, most of this complexity is reduced,
though only for a single user. OMF alone only presents means to instrument a testbed but
not a complete system, and it is not prepared for the use of multiple users. This platform,
unified with OMF framework, presents a testbed management system where experimentation
is facilitated by hiding most of its complexity and enabling the user to focus more on the
scenarios and results he needs to obtain. Several users can share the same platform; collab-
oration emerges as an important requirement for them to share their results and to reuse
scenarios or even resources. Users can work together to create experiments, having version
control to improve its development. This platform also introduces an environment to create
experiments which helps them to adapt better to the whole platform, while allowing an in-
creased focus on their scientific studies. Furthermore, it enables users to create experiments
in a methodical and repeatable way, with version control and batch run mechanisms while
being supplied with a usable interface to ease most of these tasks.
The identified requirements were fulfilled according to the objectives of this thesis, namely
the study of testbed management systems and identification of different testbeds and their
needs, improvements on the OMF platform to extend it to a testbed management system, and
to provide users with a usable and iterative manner to create and describe their experiment
scenarios.
6.1 Contributions
OMF is a state-of-art software, it is still in early stages and needs time to gain both
stability and support from the majority of testbed deployments. The AMazING Panel has
specific needs, as OMF sometimes fails in the integration with third party software, ranging
from driver support, lack of information accessibility, bug fixes and minor inconsistencies.
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Concerning this issues, several patches were contributed, to improve AMazING OMF deploy-
ment:
• Periodical image load logging - As previously mentioned, one of the OMF problems is
the inability of accessing internal state of the EC when the experiment is running. Data
such as properties being configured or progress of the experiment is only available at its
end. AMazING OMF was patched to provide logging data for the AMazING panel. As
images are loaded into nodes, XML data is now generated during this process, enabling
the Portal to visualize experiment preparation progress.
• Experiment naming - As explained previously in the PubSub model, OMF creates
XMPP nodes which powers experiment-related communication. Experiments are iden-
tified by their ID and created under a slice group. The naming upon its creation is
automatically generated by OMF. Furthermore its related data is stored under files
based on this naming. The portal must have control in experiments slice and ID to
be able to access this data either for administration purposes (e.g. track experiment
progress) or for users to have feedback of the results their experiments (e.g. log files,
database files).
• CM integration - The AMaZING power control was integrated with OMF. It now allows
access from the AM web services or from the experiments scripts.
• ath5k drivers support - ath5k drivers are more stable and maintained than the madwifi
drivers. A driver were added to the RC codebase.
• iwlist application support - OMF has support for the wlanconfig application to access
wireless network information with devices using madwifi driver. Since AMazING testbed
uses Atheros drivers, no applications are integrated with the testbed to access this
information. A wrapper was developed, following the OML integration process (see
section section 3.1.7), allowing users to access this information.
• ath9k driver physical device name - OMF added support for ath9k driver, although
lacking on consistence in the physical device naming between the kernel and OMF. In
the Atheros devices this physical device is changed every time the kernel module is
loaded. An installation of the RC must come with a manual association between OMF
resource path and physical device name. This problem, led to an invalid state of RC
that would affect future experiment runs. RC was modified, accessing kernel device
naming and creating this association dynamically.
• Available devices discovery - As the previously mentioned association could lead RC
to an invalid state, an automatic discovery mechanism between the available network
interfaces and OMF was introduced, bringing more stability to nodes. Varying from
the loaded driver, it will search the system for the appropriate interface name.
6.2 Future Work
Testbed management systems are almost non-existent, proving this solution to be a rele-
vant initiative. This application is still in its early stages, with room for more improvements
and new features. There are processes that can be improved from the experimenter side and
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new functionalities to allow testbed owners to make more administrative tasks. In addition,
OMF is making its way to support PlanetLab in the next versions, so this could inflict gen-
eral changes in the experiment creation workflow, since access to external resources would
be allowed. Furthermore, System images creation still is a low-level process where a build
system similar to the used by OpenSuse[84] could also be implemented. Moreover, the IEE
UI may need enhancements and user workflow processes could be optimized in some ways,
like merging resources maps into the IEE. Timeline could display more information while
events could allow more actions (e.g. power control of nodes). OEDL capabilities are par-
tially implemented. Advanced OEDL usage, such as topologies to enforce link in nodes or
dynamic properties, is not implemented in the IEE. Some issues related to its stability were
found, being used only a reduced set of routines of the OEDL. The implementation of such
advanced features must be asserted with the OEDL available support.
The OMF still has some scalability problems supporting different types of network in-
terfaces (3G, ZigBee, Bluetooth, etc.) and wireless card drivers. Scheduling mechanisms
currently deployed are not concurrent due to experiment results correctness. Other different
approaches should be evaluated to assert the possibility of improving the availability and
throughput of the testbed to execute experiments concurrently. On a related subject, the
testbed is not yet ready for mobility scenarios, due to the support of both hardware and
software infrastructure to describe movement on the testbed. This introduces a new set of
test scenarios that are useful in areas such as vehicular networks. The platform still needs a
full-fledged environment to analyze results, or ways to document the experiment scenarios,
such as the notebook feature offered by OMF Portal.
NEPI framework is a great initiative and some ideas could be integrated, providing users
the use of different backbends to describe bigger scenarios. One of AMazINGs testbed ob-
jectives is to integrate NS-3 into testbed infrastructure. Experiments could be made through
NS-3 Python scripts, extending the testbed, while inviting simulation adopters to use this
testbed.
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Appendix A
Experiment Definitions
In OMF-enabled testbeds, experiment workflows are described through an OEDL script,
namely the experiment definition. This appendix examplifies its use in the Network Perfor-
mance experiment (section 5.2). The group definition and resource configuration are defined
as explained in section 3.1.3. The applications configured on groups are described according
to the experiment described in section 5.2.
Experiment 1 Network Performance
defGroup("__group_n1_", "omf.amazing.node1") do |node|
node.addApplication("test:app:iperf") do |app|
app.setProperty("udp", true)
app.setProperty("port", 5000)
app.setProperty("time", 20)
app.setProperty("bandwidth", 25500000)
app.setProperty("client", "192.168.0.2")
app.measure("Peer_Info", :samples => 1)
app.measure("UDP_Periodic_Info", :samples => 1)
app.measure("UDP_Rich_Info", :samples => 1)
end
node.net.w1.mode = "ad-hoc"
node.net.w1.essid = "test"
node.net.w1.type = "g"
node.net.w1.channel = "6"
node.net.w1.ip = "192.168.0.1"
end
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defGroup("__group_n2_", "omf.amazing.node2") do |node|
node.addApplication("test:app:iperf") do |app|
app.setProperty("udp", true)
app.setProperty("port", 5000)
app.setProperty("time", 20)
app.setProperty("server", true)
app.setProperty("interval", 1)
app.measure("Peer_Info", :samples => 1)
app.measure("UDP_Rich_Info", :samples => 1)
end
node.net.w1.mode = "ad-hoc"
node.net.w1.essid = "test"
node.net.w1.type = "g"
node.net.w1.channel = "6"
node.net.w1.ip = "192.168.0.2"
end
onEvent(:ALL_UP_AND_INSTALLED) do |node|
wait(30)
allGroups.net.w0.down
allGroups.startApplications
wait(30)
allGroups.stopApplications
Experiment.done
end
Below it is illustrated the definition used in the Connectivity Monitor experiment (sec-
tion 5.2). The resource and application configuration takes the same steps as the previous
experiment with the custom application added to monitor the wireless connectivity, namely
the iwlist.
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Experiment 2 Connectivity Monitor
defGroup("__group_n1_", "omf.amazing.node1") do |node|
node.addApplication("user:jmartins:iwlist") do |app|
app.setProperty("interface", "ath1")
app.setProperty("sampling", 3)
app.measure("stat", :samples => 1)
end
node.net.w1.mode = "ad-hoc"
node.net.w1.essid = "network"
node.net.w1.type = "g"
node.net.w1.channel = "6"
node.net.w1.ip = "192.168.0.1"
end
defGroup("__group_n2_", "omf.amazing.node2") do |node|
node.addApplication("user:jmartins:iwlist") do |app|
app.setProperty("interface", "ath1")
app.setProperty("sampling", 3)
app.measure("stat", :samples => 1)
end
node.net.w1.mode = "ad-hoc"
node.net.w1.essid = "network"
node.net.w1.type = "g"
node.net.w1.channel = "6"
node.net.w1.ip = "192.168.0.2"
end
onEvent(:ALL_UP_AND_INSTALLED) do |node|
wait(60)
wait(1)
group("__group_n1_").exec("echo t¨ext"¨)
wait(3)
group("__group_n2_").exec("echo t¨ext"¨)
wait(6)
group("__group_n2_").startApplications
wait(2)
group("__group_n1_").startApplications
wait(28)
group("__group_n2_").stopApplications
wait(2)
group("__group_n1_").stopApplications
Experiment.done
end
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